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Abstract 
, , 
T~e putpo~e of this thesis is. to propose a thematic \ . . 
. , 
.\ ' 
. . 
, 
, . 
.-: 
: . . 
organization of teaching literature:to students in the 
. . . . 
junior high'schoo}. _ It is 'suggest~d that because ·of the· 
, . , / .. . .' .' .' 
nature of the~ 12 - 15 year old student·, who J:S encounter~ng 
.. ' 
,. literature for, the firs't ,time as an academic subject, the 
l· . • ~ . 
• t - , • 
-. • - _.. , thernati'c approach be&t .:utilizes~ his natur~l curiosity 'and 
- - ---------1.. . . - : ' . . ~ .. 
-- . . . 
encourages, the ~nj'oynlent Qf 1.i terature fOr· its own/ sake .• 
. • I" • ' • "I. . • 
The- ~a'ture. and fu~~'tiC>n of literature as it ' reiates," 
• 
. \ 
. . ' . 
to ' the . young reader is 'expl.ored, and a definitibn ' of 
. . . . 
0\ 
• li terat~r;e as a,n 'iIl)~gi~ati ~e. e~p~rie~c~ ' ,i.~ s':lg~ested'. ' " An 
exposure 0,£ : this t~pe t~, the worrd of lit:e~a.t~fe would 
enable the junior high school student to relate, to the 
.' I ~ ~ . 
, 
, , .' selections in .a~ rnax:mer that 1s more motivatiq~al than are 
. .. ' .. I' 1 • .' 
other trad~t~onal arrangements. 
" The .traditional methods of teaching Ii terature are 
---'----'-. .,.,,~-' . c- -.- -
'compa~ed to the the~~tic ' a'rran~eme~t,and a ' means -of,' 
implem~nti?g ' t.he t1!ematic ~c>del is 'suggested. The 
I ,.., ,CII • 
deveiopment of a. particular' ·them~ is also offered as .'a 
. , ~ . .',' ," . ' . ~ 
. sample of how the them~tic arrangement co~ld be utiliz~d 
• < " . 
within the classroom • 
" 
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CHAPTER! I 
I " 
. . 
.' ~NTR~DUC~IQN 
• I ' , 
i 
, , , / 
, }. 
! 
I ' , • 
. . 
. . ' , ' The' purpos~\ of .thiS ~JleSi~, is ~o present c: 'method of 
teaching literatur~·\to · junior high school students that . 
. . , , \ ., ', '. . iI 
" p~oV'ides :" motivati'on t~ read . ~ d ~.~ :opportunity' to explore' 
. . vari~us foms tf ' wri';~~g ~n,det ~co~n the,!,e: The i~~hal ' 
•• A m6t1.vation for lthe prqj\ect, wa~ ,prompted by the ' recen't , '" , . 
;, -,. , i~tr~~uc:io:-o~ .. 'llte;1u~'~ ~ri~\iOlogl'< ~nti~led T~reshold~, . 
'., "in , the junior high ,literature prog'ramme·. ', The course is 
. ciiv~ded ' into three • dl~ti~_c\ y~~~: of ~~slru~tion, . GradeS 7, 
.' 8 'B:nd 9" ~:Lthe~c~ g~ade haY).fl 9 ' ,~ts f~" .t,ext"'and r~ta~ed 
, I materials. Th~ co-authors o~ the arftholo'gy have compl.led 
se'le:ctionsof. trad~t~onal ' andl\.9ontempor~ry ' literature, 
including, a ' la~ge percentage o'~ Canadian content. The 
selec,i~nSi~clUde works acrols\'vari~us g~nre •. and are o·.o.r.~~ni ~'e.d' '/in '~ , ~ni t and ,' genr~la~ange~ent. , 
: .. ' " : .. '· W~thii.t, the .. Teacher:~ '1 u~;c1~ . ac~ompanYi~<J the , . 
" Threshold~ se,ries .An initi'al ' tt~~Pt ' is mad~ to' present 
I • . \ , 
. ' . "\ " , , ' .' " 
' ''Themes'' las · an , al t ,ernate :appr, ac;ch to '~he prbgramrne. 'This 
~ . , ' .' . I· . , " \ " 
, ., 
, " , cons~sts /mai~l~( of pres~ntin:g f~O~ '~~ch book :app'roximately 
.J n • .\ • five to ~\'lent1 broad themes t at might .be developed ... This I ' - \ ~ . 
is mere y a list of the selee ions in t he text th~t cbuld -
! ' \ . 
I \ ' ~I 
fi.t , under a part.J.~u'iar ~ thern~ ~r topic. At thi~ 
'" \ 
o 
," 
o 
'~ .. ,. ' 
, . 
I' 
" " 
, ', 
.. ~ .. . 
! 
i, 
I' 
I 
point 0 other <!eveiopni~nt is;\COndu,cted. \ 
~ -I ' ' 
". ' :~' " \" / 'j' , 
. r ~ \' I - ", , ". " : 
---~~------~~------~---------:~, ~~-~ .. . "--:--r- , ....
, I 
: , 
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. i ~ 
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'~ : . I 
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I',; , , 
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. , '6' 
Teachers whp are faced with the task of impl~ment~ng 
th,is new,. ~rog.~amme should' have~\the rrtuni ty ,to examine : 
methods of presenting the liter~ture., By observing the' 
•• J 
, advant~ges c;>£ var:i,ous' cour~e arrangements I instruct~(mal 
\iii. ~ ' " J ' 
"strategies" an,' example's ,of haw td ,implem~I:l~ ,a particular 
• ' i I ' 
,011 • \ • '. ~, ' 
programme, the indi vidua'l teach~r could appr,oaoh the new 
l ' cours~ ~ith' mo~e confide~ce .• ' '" " . / ' 
, '. .,"! ' 
The' writer suggests that' fo~ many hign '~chool students 
. , " , ~ , . I 
< I ~he e'~pe~ience of liteir'at.ure ,'has ,not , been: rewardineJ ,or ,e~ • .t"': 
\' fUl '. ~ This' is 'frequently the result of 'bein~ eXPo~~d te:? ' a ' 
\' p'otpourriof literature " e~perienc~s wbioh ' do n~t PJ~ovide li~m 
< ':, \ I ' • 
: Wit,h a ~e'nse of relevance ' in. his life .. ' The'end prod~9t is 
.Iall too otten a nigh schoql ~raduat.e who has little desire to 
'\ ' • 1 
' \e~p: 'fo~, ~<:l;>ure. ' 
'. hl,f, ~-..L' 
. , ' ' . .- It', is suggested , that., there, is a kucial" point in 
e~~cation of a- child ~here the' lit;iat~re experiences 
, \' "~ ,~ . (; 
encounter~d determine'to a great ~xtent' the perceptions 
" \ ", 
wiil be ' ~ormed for a :t:i,fe'time ~ ~ ' t:lhysicians intimate t;hat th 
, ' • "::J ' 
fi~st '''eew years "of childhood determine a, chil,d' E/ ' perception' 
. ' , '.' , (!) / • "f 
,:,: ~f '\hiS ~~lf-estee1n as aresult~f eXP,eriences with "pai:ents ':ia' d, 
, , 
the 
'}\ 
tha 
" ' fa~'ilY. In lik~ manner, 'the w~ite:r: feets.t that the first ' ye\a s I 
~, ', . ,, ',,:~f ~i~er~t~re study, . ~h~ junior: high 'school( 'years, 'a'ls~ "';' \ • 
.,' ~' un~~e,ss',u~on" t'he mind~ of th~_ . , ,=-~~id:hiS ii~e~ong p;rC~~,ti'q~~1 t-
o£: 1:his · experience • Therefore , the' manlier in ,which ,one ,1 
,; ,I i' " " , • '. " 1 
'apPfo'ach~~ th~ 'task ,pf pr~senting ' j;his ' li~st taste of. the 
, I , " ' , \JJ ~ 10 ' 
, • literary experience must ,be examined in a thoughtful way. 
, " 
I 
I 
~ I 
.1, 
\ ' ' \ ' 
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I 
The writer feels that students in 
, .... 
J. urlior high'- schoo.l . J '. 
which emphasiz~s 
¥' • '\\ 
. , 
Wo.uld benefit from a study of literature 
a Thematic approac~. Th±IS 'is !,ased' 'up0!l the, na'~ure of the 
. ' , 
twelve- .tp fifteen-year-o.ld who is being intro.duced to. 
, ' . 
, 
literature for the first time' in his academic · career. The. J:' "-~ method o.f> pr~senting ~he course ' must consi~r his ,emotional. 
.'.. . 
... 
;-':7) · 
~ . ~ , 
~ <.response to the li terat~re he encotint~rs. ~t -is sugges.ted 
". . 1" • • ,. , 
• . ~ . 4- ... <t ~ 
'tl'Hlt ' a ': t'h~mad,c ~p?rOaCh tc? ',literclture ~b~st 'uses ·th~ n~tural 
t.lh: (J, I' • , _ , 
... i,nquisitive~ess and search for individual values th~ is, 
i " .: '.. ,/' '. , " . , 
. preval~nt aIt\ong ~ student~' 'in the jqni~r high ~hool. Identity ' 
~ ~ : ~~. ::: 
wit,h ' issues tha~\ican be .arranged themati'cally iIi. the literature 
". ' , '\ '. ' , ' . . ' 
p~gramme is a nat~ral point -of 'entry .. to the study of 
'· ... 01 • • 
lftera~re. ,This ' interE!!st can 'be fosterecl ,with the adv~ntage. 
O"f ~fi;matic to.pics' th.a\ c;:an be suited to. the' inpivilluaJ,. needs' 
... ," " 
of each student. By -arousing student inte-;:est in· .atheme,-
the motivation ~o ';~~sue' the Lssue m~y ' be , ~nstilled. 0 
.. . '" , ,. 
It can bea'rgued /leg'itimateiy-that students also ' 
'. I . • 
. require exposure ' to : li"tr-erary he~it:a<ie as well as literary 
"criticism '~n ~h~ir ;ti terature s,t~d~r.; however I the writer 
, ... 
• 
Qo' .. . 
, , 
'. ·belie:ve~ that 'the"Jir'st objecti.ve of the 'j':lhio~ high school 
", . 
-- ... 
literature programme should -be. to arous~ interest in and .' 
. - . . ... : ... 
,- --.... . 
proyi,de enjoyment of iIteJPature for its own ,sake'. A perusal 
' 4 ' 1 
of The, Reorganized High School..r~rogramme ' of studies also' 
indicates. that~uch crit,i.cal study is, prOVided l .. ~ter in the 
student '·s career. At this point, for tl1e year 1983-84 I . 
1 
oo.urses are, offered .in the senior high , 'school in, ~iteraiy 
.' 
.... - - 'I, 
i 
I 
, i· 
... 
t 
I 
I 
! 
, . 
, I 
". 
I i 
.' 
/ ' 
. .... 
o 
.. 
,1 
.1 ' ... 
'. ' ,- ,,,.,, I " ~ "'~." ....... " .:' , . " . .. ro . ~, .... ...... , ... "~"."''''' - ' . - . 
I 
. ,. 
4 
" 
I 
, . 
Her,itage, .C~~~dian. ~~~~rat~lP,'FOI]t t;i.teraf\re,. '.as. well a,s . I 
two"2:ourses in -rhematic' Literature ... , TheSQc~rses provide 
" , 
i 
"  t< 
:~ 
the depth · of study that will pe needed, . but not at thajU:tiiOf\ ' 
, '. " ( ; 
h~gh ,school level., 
,/ , , 
The task· o'f ' the· writer is to present a method' of 
I . . . impl~me't-ing . the :n~7"' . li,t~ra~ure i>t"Wr~e whic,h is c'f ~os.t 
\ .{ 
. ,, ' { 
, , 
i 
,- . 
" 
'\: j , . 
i 
., 
f 
, ~~nef~:t , to . t~ youn~: r'~a~er: ~t' 't~~ jun{~r' h~\h S~hb91"le~e~. --, 
. This in:CIU~ a ,studY Of , ~he- other o,rgtnizatipnal ~rrangemETnts 
.; 
, 
I 
, ' 
~ I · '. , 
. , 
. 'presen~iy ut~lized '~ argu'{~g ' the ~ advant,a.g~s "and' (hsid~anEage's" 
. - ", ' :" ;," . ' , .' , . I . , 
0" I ' , ' • 
of ~ach~ a~ · well -as demonstrating how the , thematic approach 
'. • I L • 
,I 
• 
i 
. I , ' 
-.. " . , ! 
, . .' '9 
' .I ," 
. .... 
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.. ; A,Definitiqn of' Literature 
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" A true" description 0.£ the tetro, literature has remained " . " . ~ 
"j .. . ~ , 
. , ' . ' . ' • • • ., • I '" () elus~ve · for centur~es. Even ~n the present era; l~terary 
. ' lfJ'.. . " .... ! . 
th~orist.s, . having' th~ ac3vantage',.of viewi~g the his to IY' ·Qf·'. :", ' 
·1 i teraiy:· developme~t' , . · .~~v~ ~otp~oPO·~·~.d'" adef·i.di ·~ion·;~hi c~' .. • . 
, •. ':'-. r::f . : ". '" . ' ., ,, . . •.•. ~".j 1 '.., • 
. . .',' , • ' . '._ r' ~ 
satisfies all..i$oints 6'f v.l:eW~ . Webster defines· litera,' e as 
. nw~itings ',in ~~rose:or ve~se, .. ~spec:·~.~ly w'rit~~9 havhtg " . . . :.~ 
. ~ . • . ' o . . . • . ' \ 
. , , 
, ! .. ; 
: ,.:'.:.j ':, \. 
, ' . . . 
. ':,l " ~ : . I " :. 
.' ..... 
:.... '1 . 
'. -I':' ~ . 
. i . " 
i. • 
" ,' 
exceil€mc~ of form or expressi9n,ana. 'e~pressing ideas of ." 
, . . 
I ',tf perm~nen~. l!r , universal fntere~t." The,Oxford Diction~ry ., . . 
, . , " . ". :.' . . ' '\- . ,., 
\ ~efer~ to :it~rature ~~ . '~wriJ;.i~g{ ~hose . y~lu~ 'li~S ~ in be~~ty '. 
. of 'form or ,emotionaL effect." E'acht ot: theSe sources . .suggests 
.. . ' . . ' ( . 
- . , 
_ ~ . . ~ . r . 
~ definition of' l~ tera.t:ure , which, althQUgh" genE!l,al.iiing .the ' 
• '. " . ; , . • • ~ " '" ' , • • • . ' 1. \ ' . '. J.. 
·'v".....domain (!)~ .. lj. ter~ ture f, failj ' to provi~e ~ m~~n~n~ w~ich the . 
teacher can u~' ze wi t~in . the . ~onf,ines of the ii t~x::ature 
. ! , ", . I . . " . ' . . 
'. , 
:. 'class. , 
.. Th~ ' writer SUg~s .that in order ~or ~ny li,t:~r'~~ure t 
. : "-~ . 
" . pro'grainme to be' Imeaningful! t~e nature and fun~tion 6f the' ' . 
J<. ' 
~~.~~ .' ~i~e:~"ure .mu~tb~· ' d.eiin:at~~. in.·~~~nc·ret~ u,n~ersta~d~ 
' . able manner.l When one comes to gr ~p~ with the knowledge o'f' 
, what lit,e~a~ure ·.1.s, and wh . . at it does, ' then ~h~ d~rection ' o.~ ; ~\:, '-' . the". l(t~hturepiog'!amme an'dlto method of "~nlPl~ent~t;,o;": :i,;:~~\ .;,." 
. b~e more" sens~f>iy. " ~nJert~keri ~ ~ r 
, . , . , 
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It is the hope of the writer to defin'e ~ture in 
." . 
",. te:r~ of i ~ application to the H. ~erature class, and to 
'\ • • <' ~. 
s~gges't"" some of th~ functions that li tera.ture performs in pur 
.{) , .. 
. students' liyes. From this knowledge it 'may ·be pessible: t~ 
t' 
~ 
, 
.' 
, r ': 
• ., j 
",1'1 
",1'\#. 
'.' 
.perceive · ~ means 
Q '\ , " , 
of irnpl~menting"a programme which 'will most 
. .... . f" 
. benef~t the student ' o:f l'iteratrire. 
. .. 
01 
"', , ' Histo~ical ' D~veiopm~nt 
. 
, . " 
.' .' ,.' 
' . " . ' ( • I I , ~ ,To un~T~stand wh~t l~t~~ature J.s 
•  
.. 
.. 
~oday, one should 
' .. 
probably. ~tudYits?erivedQ rnean~ng as it ~ , . has evO'lved over the \ . 
cell:uries: ; In tl\e 17.00' S; l;i.te.rature ernerg;ed as · li.~era·ry 
, .- , 
cui ture ,_ erud-i'tion, ~r simply ' knowledge of the classical' , ~ 
, <) 
' languages (Wellek 1978:i8). In the ~arlY 1800" s "literature" 
! ' U"" . , <" 
referred to . .;l.ll the writings 'of a co~tr'y or period (P'oilack' 
, ", -
,1965:~).) it inciud~i:1 writings ol e~uclite' ~ature, iiistory', 
/" ( . Q 
thel~ogy, phi~~sophy~.and even n~tural sciences (W~llek 
oJ 
.. 197Brl9). ' In recent generations th~ 'term" "literature" has 
,..~~, s·~ec·ia·ii,~e.d, to 'a ~ew rne~~i~g, 'ancl ·su~gest~ ~h~t' many 
. ' .. . " ... ' .,. 
. . . 
people have 'become: conscious of' an importB;nt ,division ,within 
the entir~ "bodY of ' writings" (Pollaok '1965:9). Very slowly, 
0 ' the term. was narrpwed doMl td w~at we call', today 'imaginative, 
l;ieerature' : the po.em, ~he tale, the play, in particular~ 
. This is a .proc"es·s intimately connected with .the ,rise of 
\ " 
• I " ~ 
aesthetics, of the whole: s¥~tem of arts, '.whi.ch',. in older times, 
\ ... " . ' , 
was no~ ble~rlY $et off from th~ 'scien~es·on the one'sid~ ahd 
* cr~fts on.t~e. other (Wellek 1978:~9). 
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I The Abi ii ty to Use Langu~ge . ... 
with 
~ -
J A modern de.finition' of literature must bi concerned 
tHe' abilit'Y-'to use la~gUag~,--i:he abi'li'ty to transfer 
" , sorrteth~n~ of expe~ience . !.pte symbols, and I bhrough the 
S~lih ~~dium-, ~o s'hlue ~x~erien~~ (Co~don 1966) ~- A 
Ii I:~ry work ' is ·.-b·n: 'in- which langUa~e, ~hrough using old 
• • ". • G 
' words in 'establis·he.~ ~aY.s I . fu'nctio.~s a's' a 'uni:tied ve~b~l 
. .. ' ."... 
11 » til "' . 
gesture, the occasfon'of an 'experience, tha:t can be' ~epe,ated 
,on'ly by repeat:.ing the work v~rbatim; b~cause th~ work cts a 
.'. .' .' - . , '" . . 
whole; ' i~ its original ~nity, defines an experience 
" 1" ' '. 
(Spa.rsh.ott 1979:7}. ,~ 
. . . -' 
. Lit~rature isl not·a coded'message which has , to. be 
, ' 
• , , • 1;' . " 
deciphered, but rather it is a' pleas',ing ' and' s 'atisfying 
". . .. - ". " ' 
s truc"t ure or, compo'S i tion i-n which bOth " reader. and' writer 
of I • • '. _.... . " 
e~periencepleasure in each ' victoryover,theld~fficult~es 
• • . • • , '. • : ' . ~ t ' 
of e-xact exprsssion, i-It ea9h' per~ePtion of truth abou-t" the ~ 
• ' " . p . ', • '. . . ' , •• 
huinan"condition' (Taylor' 1981:6), . 
" 
, 
' . 
• I 
An Imaginative Act .' , \ ' ; ., ...... ~
O' ........ 
, ,. -- . ... 
, , 
,Li terature 'is essentially an imagi'native 'a'ct, ' that 
'" is', ~n act :or t~e , "Ir~~" s' i~aJinat~~:m ,~n, sele~tin;'~ ord~~i~~ I ',. 
" • . .. ':,.' I. . . ~ 
• a~d int~~p~etin9; 'ii~e ',~x,~.er~,ti~~e '~Ta~~Or .,198~:1),,'1 ". It is~the, 
, _ 'unverif~able ' 'moment-b~ment stateIl,lent of an event '(G,~ay 
. 1975!i41). ~~e·q'uiii'·pr ~ature'Of ~~e \~riter,:'s ~on~e~tion ,', 
, •• • I . ' I " • " • '}~ ,,," • • • 
and unde~'standingo'f' the expe~ience i~-~exp'tessed b~ 'tile,'" ,,' 
j ' .. ., • 
" . 
'complex str~uct;ure of the ,words that 'he or she .. q3~,te.s I 
<>' 
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Literature also. has to. do with joy and creativity, 
.. 
pa.in_ and human growth (Barrett 1970,: 7). It' expands eur 
. "'- , . 
unique and personal lives by making our 'own t ,)\e great vari~ty 
~f hurn~n' ' r~~pon's'es ,J the- c~smos 'id that neve;\ending personal 
and ·general struggle of f1:ee ' wUl agai~st necessit; (McMast~ .. , . 
.. 
1977.:6) • It reflects hepes, joys, pesires,' disappo!i.ntments, 
. , . , 
\ ., 
and frustrat:ions of people everywhe~e (Trump anq Miller 19?~: 
8B)~ ' Liter~ry art is cencrete, synthetical, 'ana creative; it 
, ~ '\.) , 
makes~its primary appeal to the aesthetic sense ' and,~e the 
. , . 
. I ' ... : 
;emotiens . (~heran 1926: 3) ,. : Ij: einbod.:les a 'distinct method .of, ' 
rknowing, that neither PhfiosOphynor: the f{It!pirioal sciences can 
- , 
·provide. 
. , . 
Literature makes the quality of experience concrete 
" , for us and aliows US to examine it , wiuhin an aesthetic frame 
" ' 
,(Hillec,ks., McCabe, McCampbe~i '1971;'167). It, heightens our 
'perceptions, ta~es US momentarily 'Out o,f our own ne'cessarily -. 
restricte~: sph,ere · and permits us to see with the eyes of 
another. , ',/ .'. .*, ' ~I~ Ibr~aks dqwn the phys10log1cal and, spl.rl.tual 
barriers ~mong "individuals' and ~~;es ... u~ ,s~me ' . idea of how it 
feels&~o be ,an<:)therpe~son ,r~ill~cks et 'al" 1971:167}.' ~ ..... 
, , 
. ' The Function·'of Literature 
. ' " , 
"." I 
• 1 It has", beenst~ted ~h.at ,some.'9f the. £unctions of 
to expand vOcabulary, to irupro~e 
I, ' skills 'e>f expression, acquaint ' • . 
qne w~th .lit'ei-ary . forms, and the 
, characteristics or, ,Ii te;r'ary periods. 
<. i · :' \ 
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~ 'It can widen knowl~dge of'past and 
present, acquaint one'with foreign 
lands, peoples, and customs. It 
can introduce one 'to the world of 
ideas, broadan the vi~ion of life, 
h~~p shape belie~s, clarify and 
uefine atti~udes and ideals. It' 
_ ~an enhance imaginative faculties. , 
It c~ give~a be~ter unde~standing 
of the univ~se, societ.y, fellow man, 
and oneself. , It can give plea~ure. 
(Knapton ' & Evans 1967:4) 
-
9 
'. 
. 
Hope'J;uliy, students of literature derive , many of these 
. . .. ~ 
.. 
benefits from their ,experienc~ with lit~rat,ure; how~ve~" for 
_. l ' • , 
, ' 
students firs,!: being exposed to the study of litera'ture, it 'may 
• • \ . " 'J I 
be p1e~~p~uous': to, expect m~st of these, results initially: 
Some " theorists ',say tf~t literature 'cannot be studied at all. 
We can only 'read, enjoy~ ~nd appreciate it 
~ 195'6~5) :" , For the pur~7: ~f i:ntroducin~ 
. , 
" . (Wellek and Warren 
~tudents to the 
complexiti&s of ~iterature, this statement may have ~ome I 
integral meaning for ' us as teachers. The best thing a ' work of 
. 
literature or any <?1;.her work of art can dQ , is to provide the 
. "\ 
experience ot' itself as a work o~ a~t (,Knapton \,ns 1967:6) •• " 
The more 'one reads literature, the more' ,l,ikely it is' that one 
will be' able to see his own inner life, attitudes, . and emotions 
" . ' . ' . .. .. 
~s normal"or at Jleast dup1ic~ble inth~ iives of others, and 
acceptable in many contexts. By portraying human experience, 
, I • 
most 'of t~e world's rnime~ic art reminds us~of ourselves, and 
• r •• 
help~ US to be human or at least. to 'recognize our brotherhood 
• II( with other people (Barrett 1970:12). 
A work of literature does not necessarily give us 
accurate info~rnation about the way life is actually lived; 
{ '. 
, 
.. ~ , . . . 
,. 
I ! . 
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I f 
1.' 
\ 
• 
. / 
\ 
i • 
, , 
. , 
, 10 
<. 
" ...... 
. 
. rather, it causes us to recognIze truths about human 
existence through ,the di~ect presentation ot s~lect~d 
ex~riene::e.s (Taylor 1981 :2) . Instead of telling US abput 
I 
... 
it involves US i·n these actions 
" 
th.e way people, act and feel, 
and directs our , response to them. 
. ...' ' L1ke every human be1ng, each work of literature has 
\ • 0 ' 
its ~ndivid~l, cha~acteristics; ~ut it al'so' sl)ares some . 
common prop~~ties with other works'JQf. art,' just.as ~very , 
, ,,~ , ' . ',,' , 0 . _ 
persoi1"Shares traits with humanity (Wellek & Warren 1956:19). '" 
. ' 
• 
This-may be the ~eauty and simplicitY\ Of l'i~erature's functlon, 
especially f;r the young~ as well as b~ing a means of 
rno.ti'v~tio_n f~r t,he teacher ~ The greatest literat:u,r~ present}:; . 
man wearing the two conventional masks, the grinning and the 
weeping face that decorate theatre pr~sceniums. ~ehind the 
" ' 
double mask is just ' a face--:a l1uman ¥<:;e. This may be the 
irony pf all gr,eat literature: it is alL so ordinary ('Rex'roth 
1968:ix). Of the vast number of books that have been written 
for over' 500 years, a 'small number ~ave sU'rvive'<l, because they 
, ~ 
share -the , mo~t simply de"fined characterist~cs. It is usually 
" . 
s~id that they deal wi tH the archetypes of human experience, 
with characters at once concrete ~n~ .universal', with events 
. . ' 
an,d relatio~hips that are invariant in the lives of all men 
(Rexrot "1968) • 
\ 
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Literature as Experience 
It is not the responsibi'\ity of the Engl'ish.teacher 
~ 
to impose ideas and values, but to help bis students under-
. . 
stand how 'language works; cognitively, affectively, , and 
r , • . ' , 
aesthetlically! so that tftey can examine the v~l u~s tha~ are 
conveyed and shaped by, literature 'l and can use language to 
formulate, synthesize, and evaluate their own values ' 
. ' . 
11 
(Hillocks, e ,t al.; 1971:11). , The ' function of li,terature in 
this' p~oces.s ,is ,to provide' the experience for the reader, so' . 
, ~ 
th~t he ~an ackno~ledge and respp~ to the essential truths 
t.. .. ' ' . () 
that underlie the 'surfac~ reality of the literature. The 
particu+ar actio~s., ~haraaters, and setti~\gs ,~hich the autho,r 
. . ,-
chQoses cOfstitute th~ , subject ~f the work, the surface 
meaning, in fa<;:t ' (Taylor 1981: 3)' . .' The t-heme of the work--that 
~ . 
is, the abstract iqe,a that the subject matter exe~plifie!?--is 
, ' 
' \ 
also part of the meaning. A them~ cannot exi~t in,~ work of 
" • ,r • .. 
liter'a,ture without the vehicle of subject matter', and it is in 
, . 
tl'\e'relationship of one to the, other that th 
'that the autror aims at. " The literature teacher a.ttempt 'ho 
fulfill this -function of iiter~ure by involving stude 
/ / . 
the experience as fFequent1y as possible, exposing the to the 
. , / ' 
inventive imaginatiqn of others, so that they 'may lear to 
resP~d to the experience as. unique individuals 
huma~'beings. 
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" 
Selecting the Literature Arrangement 
" 
.. 
The 'manner in which a literature programme is 
structured and the method of prese'ntation of such a programme., 
lY 
has qeen, land continues to be, an area of considerable 
controve~sy. Each method...of p~ese~tation has l~s~dvanta~e~ 
.and disadv,antages,- ,d~p~nding upon the learning outcomes that 
", • ' :. ~ . ht 
, " . 
one percei~es to ' be important for the student. Sinoe no. one 
, . .----=--- .. 
li,terature pro(jramme ,can 'achieve all ~he outcomes, possible . 
. ' 
from' a study of l±t~rature, one must weigh the benefit,S of , 
. ." 
eac! before the ' b~st' " meth~d is . choslll. The funct~o~ of , the 
,partic'ular literature programme, what lone hopes to achieve, 
must also be identified prior to selecting the more suitable 
approa·ch. The organization ~'and presentation of the programme 
shoul!d recognize the imposstbil:i:ty of presenting all 'li teratllre, ' 
orevE\n most literature, to students. The answer '-to this 
dil~mma rests with the 'selection of spme li,terature, ' based ' 
upon th*', criteri~ WhiC~ exposes the student to s.~.lect;.ions that 
will be o'f most benefit to his literary experiences. 
I~ v The choice of literature programme depends upon the 
~ . . 
kind 6f study with which one wishes to involve students •. ~--.. 
...... literature is tc? .. be viewed as a means of understan.ding the '-~~ 
• 
. social milieu, the emphasi!3 of the programme may be on 
:; 
cultural s .. ~udy. If traditional themes and topics that occur 
again and again in all literature are to be the emphasis ' of 
the programme, then literature may be viewed as a humanistic 
\ 
study. Co'nc::ern for matters of literary form, struct\1re of 
/I 
-------, .. . - _ .. __ .. . ,---
. " 
, ... 1 
, .. 
-t , 
, 
f 
~ ' 
.. 
. , 
.. 13 
literary genre, ,methods of characterization, a?~ imagery and 
f s~.Qls, could refl-ect a need for a course emphasis on 
1 ' 
literary study, Using literature as a means of ~eflecting 
. 
on experience to .provide opportunities for student writing 
" . 
... z: may enable literature to become a stimulus or c~eative " r " /" \'.J 
writing (Ba!ley 
( . 
Each -o,f 
. , , 
• I 
1981) . 
the foregoing perspecti es, ~'iews literature 
. 
,in a unique manner. No single literature co.urse 'can·, achieve 
' all the aims of literature, and it is the curric~lum planner 
. who must strive to select that progranune which is. 'best suited 
, .. '. ' 
. , 
to the needs of' a pa:rticul~r group of students" ' 
-- , , 
It should be aaknowThdged that thE! ability to perc~ive 
literary value does vary greatly, both in historicaI time, 
and amol1g r:e.aders in, any par·tiqular epoch; in (aqt, it varies 
- , 
. 
1 ; 
, . \ 
./ 
;'. 
I.' 
from day to day in the eXP7riences of any r~ader (McFadden 
(1978: 55). What orie wis'hes for the student must take into , 
accou~t ' the natu~e of the student at t~is part~buiar 'time in 
'-~~-l--
I 
his or h~.r life. Tradition~l methods ,of approaching the 
'" " '\ . 
teap!linc:z: ~,f ' li.terat~re -attempt ,to providel the best· of some 
aspect o~ :iterature, be it appreciation of one '~tural 
hi!:ritage, ':an understanding of th~ historical implications of 
Ii terature" 'or the.' aesth~tic im~licatiQns, It has been said 1 
that on~ reads literat'4re for three'interrelated' and over-
, , 
lapping, r,easons,: , (1) for pleasure'; (,2) for i~formation of a f/1 
kind not available in an encyclopedia, and (3) for a m,eans of 
. . ' . ,~ 
'. 
~haring our cultuJ;at .. heritagt;! , (Hobk & Evan,S 1982.:126). The'se , ' 
. /': ' ' 
'. 
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co 
motivation,s a,re part of the rationale for presenting 
. 
, . literature pr~grammes which emphasize different aspects ~j~ 
the study of litera~ure, 
- whatever. tlle method of organizatioln, the ', literature 
course should expose the st:udent to "literaturtrl> , ~s oppose'd 
to mere r~adi~g. ~iterat~r~ is always affective, gives an . 
, -
author IS , personalized interpre~ation, .o~ ,_ life, is clearly and 
\ ' • j 
" 
strikingly .written r i~ ' ~n a ~or~·.of la~ting interest'" and 
invites aesthetic readi~g ,(Hook & EVans' 1982 :184). Mere .. ;,},. 
- ', I ,. 
reading I on the ' other hand., may be utilitarian or affective . 
..... ~ _ • r t 
If 1t is utilitaria~, ~~.has the primarY .purpose 9~ providing 
, ~ . -~ 
information. If the' reading 'is · affective', it will lack one,---
\ . 
or more 'pf the qualities whi'ch pertain 1;0 the definition of 
literature (Hook & Evans 1982:134), -
l . 
The spectrum of literature is \ vast\ and myriad area -
of stugy:- What t;o in.clude and what to exclude -from a liter-
ature coUrse provokes considerable thought. It has been ' 
' . . . , 
arg~ed that notping in print can be excluded from. literari 
study (Wel1ek 1978: 16). Li.terary history fs identified with 
the histor¥ of civilization, for which, ' of course, pictorial 
or other rn~terial records unearthed by arChae?logists serve 
~ ' : . 
, as legitimate documentation. This b~oad definition poses a 
di~emma for the liter~ture t.acher, ~h~ must Qecide what 
./ 
literature students are to be exposed to. The time restraints 
alone restrict the study to what is often referred to 
uniyersallY as "great" literature. One certainly' cannot 
-_. --,-~-~ ·--1~·, -·· 
.',. 
I 
-. 
, 
'-
'\ 
• 
" . 
/ 
! 
., 
prove that great literature makes ' its readers better, 
15 
c'ivili21ed human beings, but one\ can claim that by broadening 
\ 
pupils I horizons, o)1e can hope t:<? make them more enlightened, , ... 
disc~rni?g, an~ t01erant-~s' ,l982 :66). Literature, 
• " ~ - I , . 
whet,!ler great;' or not, can rey~al~ ~l ternatives, not simply 
• ! . ~ 
·in the use and ·interpre~ation Of\~lan9Uage " but in PosSi~le 
outcomes of action. Conversely, . it, can provide sUPPoft, 
. I 
confirmation and reassurance. The reader can conf~ont 
problems at once rem~ve.~, an·~ lin ~elati~e saf'~ty. While • 
'refusing to make unr~alistli.c Clai~s for. l 'iterature,' one can 
, • I 
still agree tha't its si'gnificance \ for persona~ va'lues, "for 
the width and depth of an individual's mind, and for his 
. 
growth as a thoughtful member of society~ " is' self-evident. 
Literature ·has long been held to instruct and 
entertain, but the instruc~~on has' never been in the form of 
tidy little object - lessons which can be summed up in ' a 
period (Taylor 1981:'5-). -If works of 'literature continue to 
. . \.. . . 1nstruct through varlOUS .ages, .1t 1S becal1se llv1ng 
experience ana not ab~tract infonmiti,on is communicated. 
Literature suggests a spectrum of values, even of attitudes, 
. 
but it rarely hands down formulat,e1t judgements and 
conclusions. The reader not' only enters into the experience 
\ 
. ,
>of the action and bharac:-ers a~ ~o~' bU,t he 'is also 
left to his own conclusions and evaluation qf that experienc~, 
,\ 
of its tru~hfu1ness and relevanc~ to real life. 
Literature has the power ' to shape thought and 
understanding. The v!carious experi~nce it offers. is a 
\ 
I 
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subtle and ,powerful force in building the character of a 
nation and it~ people (Curriculum Guide for Intermeaiate 
Division: English 1977:3) .As a -record of life and 
. ' 
experience, literature repr.esents the .' bes1: expression~f 
" ... 
what men ' and women have enjoyed or, endured, have ,'done and 
have dreamed of doing. 
I 
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' To present 'these f~cets of literature, and to expose 
. , 
young , readers, ,to ~he ,experience of literature, various 
. ",/ :-' ~ . 
, ' 
traditionally been utilized. 
, , , 
. . 
Each of the methods attempts 
to portray 'a ricll instructiona'i an'd aesth~tic' exposure to' 
the lite~ature selected. Each encourages the student to . 
respond to, ,and v~lue, the · , ~~terature .. Nc:metheless, eac~ 
,- --... 0 metho~ on;1yemBhasizes s~m~, but not all, of, the richness' 'o~ 
t~e literary experience. For this r~ason, none of the methods 
-of present~ng '~i.terature will :ful{ill all the ,functions of 
literature , study. Their unique characte~istics employ 
advan tage.s for certainaspec'ts of Ii te'rary st,udy,' but, by , 
,t.heir ve:r:y' nature, methods impote restrictions on what each 
can ~c~o~piish. They are b[~~ utilized when c'onsideration 
is gived to the particular needs of ' the student 4n~ to a 
) "--.. 
knowledge of the emphasis that is to be placed upon the course 
of study. 
Several of the rnor,e conunon ways df organizing 
literature for study are: \. 
J 
,J 
, 
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l. Organiz~tion 
2; Or 
3. Organiz 
.. 
4. Organizat+ awareness. 
5. Study of a author, in depth': 
, 6. Organization by correlati~n. Jo. ... '~. • 1'---/_ 
7. ~'~.; . by . theme. Or<1an~~at~on 
~~i (Rodrigues c _,~ i & Badaczewski 1978:5) 
" ' 
--. 
Organization by Genre '-- ' 
Th~ mold {·nto which a wz;iter" pours his ideas and 
, experience is a genre app~oach to literature, wi'th eacb 
> , ' , 
, . 
differing genre--short · story, novel, play, ' poem--having a 
unique structure composed of, those elements common to that 
particular genre (Hipple 1973: an) : The tea~her of English 
who employs this definition of struc.ture as the foundation 
.. u 
of an approach to liter~ttra,....t·eaching first concentrates 
with his. students on the identification and classification 
. , 
of elements within: a work, with the 'everitua~ outcome to be 
17 
" 
' .. 
I ·the correct categoriz.atidn of . the work ,into one of the types 
..... mentioned a1:fove. 'The very' fact that a 'course is limited by 
'generic boundaries imposes certain gOal\s o..,.n .the ~ course; 
otherwi~e~ why would restricti1s to ge~re ,be i~pOSed? ( A 
course limitep t,o the shoz::t story must be conce;rned with the 
study of · literary form (Hillocks , 1972~. Many twentieth 
• • 
. 
century critics seem cbnv~nced that the ~tudy of . genres is 
-tl, 
mainly useful as an aid for understanding how particular 
works came to be .written, and tends to be read by particular 
. -----'~,-
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-
writers and readers '(Hernadi 1978 :192). However, no one is 
likely to take seriously the notion that the mere possession 
~ 
of the braits by which' ."genre" is defined is sufficient to: 
... guarantee the goodness or value of a work, except . in those 
cases where the defining' trai cs are thel!ls~l va's eva1uati ve, or 
in the weak sense' in ' which a work may then be said to 1;le a 
. . ~. ' 
good example of its . kind (Reichert 1978:74), . 
. There C;lre many advantages .in approaching the study of 
• . , ..., ,. : ' t , ~ 
litera£ur~ with t"-e ·purpose of examini~g its form •. pe+hap~ ' 
. ' ... ' .-
c,ef among _them i~ its .relc1'tive concr~~ness, .. (HiP~,le~~973:77')' 
an important .ingredient in a field whose s,tudents often seem. -
~ G 
prone to become lost in"what they regard as its absttact.ness. 
1'>.- second useful p';lrpose ' se.rved by this approach to the 
strudture of literature iies in i~s faciiitating tlte' process 
of literary -analysis in that. the sam~ cr~teria c~n b~ applied 
to all works within the genre (Rodrigues & Badaczewsk~ ' 1978:6). 
This enables a comparison of works of diffe.rent authors "'fho 
use the same medium (HOO'~ 1972 : '139), as. we1l,as imprdvement 
of evaluative judgments ' by comparing· and co~trasti.ng genre 
(Rodrigues & Badaczewski 1978: 6) • 
Another advantage of the genre a;,p.roach rests \fi th 
, 
the possibilities of historical examination of literat;ure 
~tudents trace the deve1~pment of literary form ,(Hipple 
I ' 
19'73: 77) • 
\ 
The teacher can also increa~e students I,'. mot~vqt~on 
\ . I 
to read literature by substituting genres tQat happen to, be 
, \ 
~ess appealing to students at the ·moment with other genres 
t,at ';an sustain , ,their ;Lnterest. 
' .. 
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The disadvantages of teaching literature using a genre 
approach must' also .. be "weigned in order to· measure i~ aCfept-
~ . 
abil i ty as a method ior. a particular pro~ramme. tt should be 
, .-; 
remembe.red. that very. few students are vi tally interested in ' .the , 
study of fo+I.1l per se, and when a' tea'cher attempts to sustain 
this app.roach over an entire year, in.terest "levels can be 
(d~ngerous1y low ( Slnunons., ' Shafer, ' & w~st' 1976: 75)-. St~!ents, 
. . 
may begin to view literature as · the . study of literary. 
.~ , " . "\ . 
~characteristics rather than, of the consideratio'n of ideas,." 
, 
ae!,thet:lc en~oyment, ' or ways ' of gaining greater insight into , 
oneself and others (Rodrigues & Bac:taczewski 1978: 6) • 
In pursuing ~ genre apPJ;"oach, students may not a~quir~ 
any :i:dea of the whC?le pattern of development of l~terahu:t;'e 
~ ~ 
(HOOK 1972: 139), and the special insight a .poem m~y give ' as a 
-t " • 
result of metamorphic 'ma~,ation ,Of lang~age ma/ neve!- be 
revealed . if~the student' conc~ntrates u~on .• prose alone • 
' (Rodrigu 's ' &, Bada-qzewsK'i 197 e: 6') • The same ma;y be said about 
,/'. ( \ r 
all the enres. Topics and thCjmes 6 ·f identical nature' are to 
. \ . : / 
be foun~\ ln all gen~es. heachers should enable stude~ts to 
• " I 
. realize ow each particular genre adqa a sp~cial dirnenlsion to 
• I 
, \. 
.' ~ 
. '" the perception of a subject or theme. 
• I 
If the tecich~r I s purpose is . t ,o teach the unique ... . ' 
, 
J 
q~aracteristic~ qf a given genre ,in order to enco~rag.e 
:st\ldents ' to S read dore within the genre tctr to deveio~ th,e 
, '\ ' • 
: 
s,tudents t ' abiliti.~5 
, .' 
evaluate aspects, of that gen}:e, ' 
• ~ " , I 
then 
tJ1e development of genre st: may be justified. 
4 ' 
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.. 
.' 
b!3comes ' rath..er inundane and mono.tonous #lnless taught by, a 
" 
" 
' . " '" di.s.tinctly dynchnic individual" (Simmons, Shafer, West 1976: 
" ' 
, . 
74).~ A iTlQ're 'serio~s 'proolem 1i~~ ip,the ' l'e~el of, ianguage 
" 
~ 'of works typi<;:al~Y tauqht ea.tl!y in the yea'!". Parti~ular,ly' 
, ~ " t t , ., 
. in British and Ameri6an surveys .. tlriS: lan9uage is the most 
" ~ I ' .,' .a 
rernot:e ,fr.orn the, ~rldersdlhdings 6I1,~rlences of the 
students who mu~\t' :wada, ,t~r9-~gh i~: .:rr~~ t~e~e ·~s , : ' danger ' 
that ' some 'of the read:j.n'g, i;hctt ~ edi~~ the, ,rno~t. , 
I I .. • , . .. ~ ". • .. ~ .. 
qifficult~, ' n\ust be do~e e~~ly "in . the y~~r-', anq 'pos\s-ibl~ wi thbut 
. l]' I • I • . ... • ' ' 
, adequ:at~, .'~eadi~es~ (~~~on.~ ;T.t'~a,~~:>'1976 :/i4') : ' ~ 
• , • ,.. . • l ' • .'.. ;. ~ • . • 
'. In chronological· metliodQlogies tea9he:r;s oft,en feel" 
. ' J ' I', • .. ' '" ;. ' , • ''''. # . , . , ' ..'" . 
, ..; . .. . ,'" 
'a'compulsion to "get through", tll~ il.it,erature. ,~~ a .~esul~; 
. . ,. 
" 'they rush ,through the qelec~ions'wit~ ' l~ttle conSi~erat~n' 
• / I • 
. ;fqr the ,falue" of, studying a, work' in depth or' brancqing out 
, . 
,' ~n~ J;angents that may ~xci,te ' and i~v61ve lhe s'tuaen'ts (Rodrigues 
. , 
• .. 0 \) • 
&, Badaczewski 1978': 7),. ' ~his da~ge.r may ,~es'ult in the, 
. ~ '  I 
( . 
0-
Ii t~rat~+,e course being reduced to :;a, c'Qurse . in Ii terary 
. . ~. 
h~story (Hobk 197.2;" Knapton.', & E:vans ~1967)' . .' , 
~! t' 
Often ,in chrono'logicai '9~9~pi~9 the ,1:( terature that 
• 1 0 , ( , , ' ~'. 
is sele~tad' ignor'~s the ' input of mi~0rity ~roups to .th~ " . 
nati~n~~]/a ~h~l'e '('Rodr'i~ues': !c 'B~e'W~ki 19,78 :':1) • B~cause 
, I. • i. .' .~ 
. . ' 
, \ 
. . , , 
• • I ~ 
the ~ork of miriori t 'ieS was ' of/ten ignor.ed ' in t,he past" . only 
. , ,;. . ., 
, . 
\ I I ~ '" 
!=he .literature and viewpoint,s of the t:rominant group's aore 
. " t . .. _ . 
available to us. . 
" 
" 
'" ._ .. If t~e , tea'Chei' want's 'st?d~hts t~ develop a) ~ens~ pf. " 
" literary history and thus ' be more' aware' of the heritage, and 
()o ., • ', ., • ,. ' ' • ,' . " • 
if ' ;the t~acher re'ali~es that the, students I, 'sense of Ii te;r'aty ~. , 
" . 
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Organization by Chronology 
~ne of 'the basic reasons given for education in any -
society is that it preserves and ,passes oncu1£ure (Rodrigu~s 
& Badaczewski 1978:6) ", In tha't respect, the study of 
literature based upon, ~ c~lfonOiogical p,atter~ is ess'entia, 
, , . 
at sometime during the education ,of 'an individQal. Tnro~g~ 
, , ' 
" • t , 
,h~~ study~~g lit~rature c,h~onol,ogically., the stuaril~ can " 
become more aware -'of 'the heritage which has" brought us' to the , 
. .. " . ' 
, ':,Point ,where we , are today. 
':1 ' ~ . . 
. . For ' the' teacher" the 
, .. . \ 
"'J '" . 1; 
advanta.g,es 'o:e' tea~ching .li terature " 
. " 
chronologically incl ade; the' fo'tlowing: Chronqlogy , ,' sinc.e it , 
• It! • " 
. . 
. ,. - . 
follows the~ inexorable calenda+,." affords the most 'oroerly plan 
". ,'. " . ' . , 
'of procedure ,(Hook 19,72 :139). The're is no denying that the, 
. '. , . . 
, I 
orderly co~ends -itself ~o the studeI}t and there is no 'surer 
w~y to De orderly than 
& ;Eva,ns ).967:30). The 
history'of language as 
, , 
to , prqceed chronolo'gically t1Knapton 
, " I ' 
in'fluences of history":'-includfng ' the 
;,/t.~.. . ' ~ 
we'll as the h.ist~ry ,,0£ p,?li tics;-"can 
be' related to ,the lite"rature .o~ the t:im,e., ,' and vice-versa, 
. ' 
. ' .' 
" usiJ)g, ~ "Ohrol1ological aPP'roach, andth,~ ~otentictlfor 
"/ ' iilvoiving all .tha humanities ,~~ists, :for' xPusic and othe,r art 
• : • I , •• 1 '. . : til d- '. . • .' ('I : 
forms '~an ~e correlated with the literature (Rodrigues & ' 
, ; ' . 
" 
BadaC-zewsk! i97,8: 6). . .~ " . . • 10 •• • • 
. ~Chronologi~al or~~~z~iiO~, ' al~hough 'a 't~me honour~4 
~. . • '. • I ,.~" ,', • 
appro~~h, ,has 'some obvious dra~ack~~ :,it,:is ,n~t .'too, pop4ar. 
wi t~·~~t,a~~e~.:.6f ' ~~ol,~scen~s. ' Th,e e~'~-by-~~a 'approach " . 
"typic~lly feat1i~es a group of 61d st~ndby' s~le.ctions,~ ~nd 
'.' " II '. , ~ . 
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history ,may be skewed by· ,the' circumstances of both class 
'time and historical selection~, then the chronologi~al 
ap'proach could be of potenti~l worth. 
' Orgc3;nizati'on ,by "Topic 
( 
22 
;. 
'Top~cal organi~ation is , similar to thematic organiz~ 
ation in , th'~t a l~re~t"many 'diver~,e:"~~:l:ectlons ~ can Qe gathered 
unde:r; 9ne heading. ',The topic~l o~ganization differs from the ' 
th~matif Organization in , ~ ,t~ brea~~h, ,~,f ,cov~rage. ' . f;. 'topiC, is 
broader, ;than a~ theme, encq,mp~S'si~g many, :';f!el~dtions 'in ~ : format : 
~,. ' " ", , ' ,' , " " , : , ' ,. , . 
'that metY be :lpoS'er. thap: the : therriati:9 , approach . . ,The crucia.l ' 
disti,!1ction ,J.'~ ' that "topic," ,as 'a d~~ice fO,r 'c).a:ssifying see~s 
o'nly ~o iden~ff'Y.a cat~,gory ' iri impersonal, l1c>n;-,coJfuni ttal 
.. I .. • • 
' terms, whel:-eas "theme" seemS regularly to involve 'personal 
att'itudes"emc)t'ions, and qualities. ,(Knapton.& ~vq.ns 1967:61). 
I ~ ~ , #. I 
There are ac;ltrantages"in ,a;rranging ',a literati}:,e course 
,. . . '. 
... ,arou,nd 'topical headings.' 'Ra,u~er ~h~n. h~v;ng to be certain 
, # ' , 
\ha~ t~e selections relate 'ciosely, as one Wou,ld'h."ve to do 
in the thematic' org-?nl. zat,ion, ' t'Tie teacher' 'can select .. 
.. • 1 .~ • • " 
particula,or , works simply because they illustrate 'the 'topic, 
. \ , ' 
. .... ! , " • . ' • , 
, and 'not 'oecause they are necessarily cbmpat~ble. ',For 
. . , ' , : 
inst~nc~, a topic cOulr deal wi th ~ar or , sa tire 01: " even with 
. ' , \ II,. , " , . . _ . . ~ I " , ', ' \.. 
something so vague as "ways of c~llUT\unicating ", ~ In essence, 
. .. . . 
, a topic i 's a 'label that ,is broad enough to emcQrnpass much 
~ 
.... 1· ~terature., 
o 
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T6pics can b@ adjusted fairly . easily and rapidly 
to match the.sometimes ephemeral interests of students . 
• Current ~vents may spark ' a particular interest in students 
and thus.eliminate the need to motivate interest in a 
... { 
subject. Pads may a1so lend themselves to such se~f-
motivation. 
The disadvantages of such a loosely-st~uctu~ed 
approach to literature shou1d be obvious. 
I 
The structure is 
'" , 
often so loose that comparisonpi of the works for the 
purposes Of, ~tudying aathors I crafts or the relationships. 
'. 
of ideas may ho~ l>e ~as'y to make. The unique . value. of .a _ 
given selection may be subverted in ~n attempt to con~{der 
it as another elemen\ of the topic . . Teach~~s must not lose 
.'" ~sight of the intrinsic yalue. of any selection. 
, 
In general, the topical arrangement ~ay not be so 
~ 
appealing to teachers that they select it without any , 
• 
further ,consideration of the reas~ns for teaching li~erature. 
In an attempt ,t~ find 'material t 'hat will motiv~te students, 
.. 
te~chers may ,he willing to ignore more i~portant, long-
, 
range reasons for studying literature. Ne~ertheless, having 
,a group of students highly motivated by exposure to a topic 
, 
of current interes~ may be the first step toward involving 
them more deeply with literature. 
. ., 
1he foregding are three of the more popular methods 
- . 
. . 
. hy . which li terature- programnia's have traditionally heen 
presented. Other groupings of literature ~have included the 
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a single text i~'J~Pth, organization for rhetorical 
awareness, organization by £orrelation, and org'anization by 
study of 
mode, as well as combina~ions of some or all of the various 
methods. Each method has advantages which enhance its 
desirabil'i ty for use in the classroom. Equally important, 
, I . 
.I 
each also 'possesses disadvantages which restrict its scope·; 
for classroom Value. 
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THEMATIC ORGANIZATION OF LITERATURE 
.J 
In traduction 
• 
The writer suggests that of all these approaches, 
,'the thematic presentatio.n of literature possesses ·the most 
desirable charac~eristics essential to a programme of 
~ in~rodUctory lite~a~ure for students in the junior ' high 
school.' ,Like each of the other' methods, ,the themat.ic 
approach has restriction~ imposed by the nature o~ts. 
presentation; for example, 'the extremely broad focus of 
some courses (The Nature of Man) suggests profundity' but 
/ 
actually prpmises superficitlity (H:i:-l'lock~ 1972:63). Wnile 
this accusqt~n does c~rtainly pertain to the topicai 
approach to literature, ·a sequentially ordered thelT\,e would 
arrange the foc~s mor~ pointed~y to.allay the charge of 
superficiality. 
One of the, central weaknesses qf thematic organiz-
ati'on is the choice of good books for'the' wrong reasons a~d 
. . 
the attempt to squee~e them into an inappropriate theme 
(Broten & Donald 1976: 29). Sometimes 'selections are chosen 
not because of their 1quality, but because they pertain to a 
I 
certain.the~e '(Hook & Evans 1982). In a~er to the charge 
that in'a'thematically arranged approach the stud~nt miSS,s 
some of, the classics and is exposed to "inferior" literatl)\e 
" 
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(or non-literature) simply because it fits the theme, one 
might say t~at no ' single pook will save a stu~en~, 'help him 
grow,up, or teach him the valuable lessons of life; the 
habit of careful and thoughtful reception and transmission 
;. 
of communication concerning values is possibly the most 
. ~ 
valuable skill our students w~ll ~eed (Spann & Culp 1975) . 
I ' 
An argument against theme teaching has been that it 
- . 
' f 
tjndS to distort the meaning of individU,al work~ 'bX 
e phasizing ce,rtain 'aspects while neglecting others 
/ 
f ' 
: , ( illocks, ~cCabe, McCampbell 1971:226). A theme should be 
so designed that it enables ?students to get at the central' 
significance and the organizational principles ot\he works , 
it c6nt~ins. This obj~ction implies that tha reader should 
-get everything possible from 'What he reads. To do that, he 
would have to understand everything about reading before he 
reads anything. The idea also results in practical failure. 
When a teacher tries to squeeze every bit out of a work, the 
'work and the ~tudents "die" a Slo~, agonizing dea~h. One war ' 
of giving coheren,ce and orc!er' to the ~ast array ?f stUdEylt 
personal experience is to take a theme and, dependent ~P9h 
its complexity and the pupils" interest, to base ' -lesson~ on 
~ , 
'. 
it, exploring by a variety of approaches many of the f~cets, ~ 
~ver a ' period of days (Stratta 1970:250). But in order to 
give some opportunity for 'this coherence and order to emerge, 
the teacher will need to have consi~ered beforeh~nd the 
co~plexity' of t~theme, then to decide which aspects if 
, " 
I ' 
7 
l.. 
.' 
( 
/ 
. might be.fruitful to explore, so that some of the central 
~ 
issues of the theme are raised for discussion. 
If students~are constantly exposed to thematic 
studies of literature, it is argued that th~ may not 
develop evaluative criteria for a~y particul,r genre or 
have a hist-orical awareness of their literary heritage 
(Rodrigues &' Badaczewski 1978:8). It is suggested here 
that at the introductory level of. ~he junior high school 
literature should be studied for its own sake. The 
27 
Reorganized Senior High School Programme does offer courses 
- . 
in the exploration_o~ genres andli~erary, ,her~tage, and the 
writer feels that senior high school is the time when this 
approach to literature should be utilized. At the junior 
.. 
high level the major concern should be with t ,he experience 
.. 
of literature " through the arrangement of ·themes. , 
Advantages of The\7tic Arrangement 
The advantages of a thematically centered approach 
to teaching' literature are viewed most clearly when one 
considers the student,' / needs during t~iS important phase in ' 
. , 
his l,ife. The studen from twel:, ve tQ six,teen years old is 
becoming aware of wno hs)is. He ~s learning how he differs 
'---./ 
fr2m others. He is,feelirig ~he first pressures of adult, 
, responsibilities. As he matures, the student accumulates 
it 
ideas, fears, questions, hopes. He admires heroes. He 
'" 
craves action. He dreams of how he will re~ct in a crisis. 
" 
------------,......_.- -. -' -_.- . , .---_." 
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In this welter of thought~ the teacher recognizes age-old 
themes--the concern ' fo.r man's relationship to other man, the 
re$ponse to crisis, the need for a code of living, the lov~ 
;f 'adventure and laughter, th~ - drive toward progress, the 
-
search for ideas-arid success, 'a'nd the quest to know one's 
, ----
own s~lf (Dunning 196!h.: , 
When these theIlles . are the acknow'l'edged subject 
matter of the eourse, the student must almost certainly be 
-interested, for these are his own deepest concerns. He 
. 
finds that in the context of these themes, ~eading, writing, 
. 
speaking, and listening have a purpose: tO ' extend one's 
knowledge of the theme, and therefore, to widen the student's 
, 
view of himself and the world. 
Among other things, the literature lesson is t'he 
. 
meeting point of all students' experiences, the pOint of 
integration that makes them meaningful (BrJt~on, Martin, 
. Rosen, 1970). If this is true, then an important role of , 
the literature teacher is to provide opportunities for the 
exploration of experience, db that the pupils can begin to 
• 
evaluate and order theJtl ', in order to understand them. If 
an important ' part of our wprk as teachers is concerned with 
he!E-i»-..g_.ouJ;.-students. to a deeper understanding of tl1em~elves, 
-----
.---- with developing in - them a ~ensitivity to other p~oPler:s 
indi viduals, with hel.ping them to "an understanding of, C?-nd 
coming,to terms with, the~r environment and the times they 
live in, then ~ thematic approach to literature iS , to be 
welco~ed, even encouraged. 
, 
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" When a literature programme begins with ~eople and 
idea~ rather than literary pattern~, types, or histories, 
the teacher can-more effectively involve students' 
~periences in the reading process (Judy 1974:137). By 
presenting literature to students first of all as an 
29 
interpretation of ~ife--as a record of youth and age, hope, 
. and disapp~'ntment, effort and defeat, love and hate+-one 
places' a song empl;l.asis on theme, on the human and social ' 
-
meaning of literature, rather. t;~an on a"'technic~l p;e..: 
~ccupation ~ith form (Guth 1973). 
~ 
Objectives of Laterature Programme 
It has been stated that the wide and varied sources 
.' 
of literature must be taught primarily for the following 
reasons: 
(1) Students need to read literature for pleasure and 
personal involvement; to help~hern find their id~ntity. 
(2) Students should read literature to extend their ability 
, \ 
to comprehend ~nd manipulate new concepts and thought 
.. 
relationships. 
(3) Students read.literature to transcend the ',here and now'. 
(Palm. 1981 :61) 
Specific objectives of a literature programme should . 
'~nclude t .he following: 
n 
Students should experience literature . 
.... 
Students should be encouraged to respond to literature. 
.. 
~ .... ~- --, - -i-i --- , . , . _._--.---
• 
I 
.j 
I 
! 
II 
, 
-
----(3) Students should ,be enc?>u~aged to value literat'ure. 
~ '\",. 
(Curriqulurn Guide for the Intermediate Division: 
English, Ontario, 1977:82) 
Further, th~ goals of a literature teacher should 
include some or all of the following to a degree: 
(1) To enable the student to have faith in reading as a 
mea~s of solving some of his problems with life and 
leisure ' (Lee 1973:95). 
30 
(2) '~o ' help y~ng people understand themselves through the 
,. 
(3 ) 
, 
language and literature activities that we present to 
. , ' 
them .•. through literature you~g people may gain these 
flashes of insight when they see that others ' have faced 
. ~ 
thd ?a~e problems and have felt t~e same way about them 
(.Stafford 1967 :6) • 
~. 
To enable students to examine co~stantli the interaction 
~ 
. -
between people to see ~ow they live harmoniously, or why 
they come into conflict with each other, ... sotQat they 
. 
themSelves will not be confined always or completely 
within themselves (Stafforq 1967 : ,6) • ' 
A common thread exists throughout each of these 
objectives for literature, a consistency .. in 'what each would 
see students derive from a study of literature; that is, a 
desire to expose students to literature for enj9yment and 
the experience it portrays. For th~ junior high schooi 
• 
student specifically, a concern for values h~s been one of 
the ~OBt successful ways of getting students involved in 
literature the wax they are involved in ,life--questioning, 
, . 
... 
i 
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,/ 
re~lecting, probing, wondering, and sometimes rebelling. ~ 
literature progranune which u,ses language as a veh~cle for '. 
'\ '" . 
exploring the problems and q~estions inherent in the human \ ! 
. condition Appears to be one of the most valid as well as the \' 
/, , 
most practical approaches (Spann & Cu1p 1975). A percept~ve 
teacher observes th~t adolescents' are attempting to .devel;P 
. , 
values in a confusing,world. A thematic approach to 
" 
. . 
.1iterature gives them an opportunity to integrate al~ of the 
language arts in relation .to a'theme, as' they do in ~eal 
li:l;e. 
" The study of literature plays a central role in the 
thematic approach to literature. By design, the theme 
approach fosters student involvement by emphasizing the 
literary work it~lf (Trump & Miller 1979:87). When the 
students ~nvestig~te the work ~nd its relationship to the 
theme,' they are in fact identifying its relationship to 
themselves. Thus, the major emphasis of the ,thematic unit,· 
lies in the personal respons~ of each student to his or her 
• 
own work. It provides a direct opportli'hi.ty for the · student 
to explore the comple~ relationships between art and 
experience, and to see in l!terature values. and insights 
that not only validate and make real his immediate experi-
ence as an individ~al, but also places that ~xperience 
wi thin the tradi·tion of his own common birthright as a 
• human being (Cameron 1980:60) ,. The ,themati'approaCh can 
link the literature with, the society that fos'tered it. 
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It can ;elP to fost.er a s~nse of place in students (Mc'Mullin 
1971: 70) • 
A thematic unit is dominated by neither historical 
nor formal characteri&tics, for "although these dharacter-
istics are importan~ to the study of literatu~e, they are ' 
. not of primary iITlPoreance" (Trump & M.iller 1980: 87), . . 
Students do ,not w,o!,k ~o find how 'a ' particular literary Piec/ 
fits into an overall historioa~ "surv~y, nor do tht; try to 
. '. . 
determine the'fo~al ' aspectsof ' the . work~ Attention is 
foctissed on ' the work ' itself, and what ,the author has to say 
.. 
(Hillocks 19'72; Tr1,lffip' f- Miller ,l9:79J . _ 
~ ~ 
. Thematic arrangertlents ,of lite'rat-ure provide the 
stimulus fO.r motivating' students to read more, ·thereby 
enhancing the qualit-y of 'th~ -respQ:nse they make ·to l :iterature 
(Experiments -with Themes 1972). The're is iH.so provided 
opportunities for 'teachers , to ' make adjustments for individual 
differences in their classrooms . (Senior Hig~ . Language Arts 
Curricu1um"uid~ 19.82, A;Lberta: 66). B)t1.tS very nature, a 
theme allows 'the teach~r 'to group cl~ses .in a variety o~ 
ways (Karpink~, Spavour, Westbury 1972). No reason inherent 
iri the a~roaCh demands tQat . students all read the same work; 
r~ther, they can come toge~her in the common study of one 
. . . \ 
theme as it i 's expressed in several works (Hipple 19 7~: 82) .. 
The theme at its best achieves a balance bet~een the looseness 
of topically-arranged courses and the rigidity of genre-based, 
.approaches, providing a sense of purpose, a circumf~rence, and 
. 
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,. 
~ ~ ~ ~et ~ilowing a variety of interpretations of, and resp~nses' 
to, the subject (Evans 1982:193). 
. , 
A them'atic programme Gan also make the students '\ 
familiar with, and. aware of, the different forms of. 
literature, deepening their perceptions of the significance 
t 
'! of different structures (Experiments with TheIl)e's 19'72: 2) . 
I.. " It .catches and sustains the pupils' interests; it mot~vates· 
them in theil:: ' critical ;:-eading; it gives the pupi~'s' exposure 
~ 
to different kinds of ,literature and ' can b'e so des,igned as 
". , 
to give them also a knowledge of the differences that can be 
perceived b~tween writings of diff~i~nt periods and different 
authors; "above all it contributes perhaps more than any. 
f 
other method of te~ching can do, to the perso~al development 
o 
of the pupils" (Experiments with The~es, 1972:3). 
Frequently, ~mes are ~Xp.lored i'~itiallY at a level 
which is too abs~ract, onsequently 'inhibitinC!J the pupil 
- . . .' 
from engaging in the experience (Stratta 1970:250). Often 
'it is better to delay fntroducing a writ~n text, uri;til 
, 
4nterest in the theme has be~n quicken~d. Once ~his has 
been done, . l
o
iterature can then provide its own special way 
of ext~nding the pupilS' explorat~o'n~ ~he~t~c.~rganization 
is a'valid means of brinl!ling' student\J ,to .rec~gn~ze that 
th~i~ only .avenue, to the unique' experience each work o£fers 
1:s a discriminating response to the rendering itself (Murphy.r. 
1968:179). All students are , capable of imaginative,entry .. ~
.( 
into -t?e experience merely oecause they "are", hwpan, and . " 
, because they have ~a~~any exper~lnc~~ (Burton.& 'Simmons, ed. 
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" , 
1970:94). The prdbrem is to reLate the experie~ce recreated 
in the wqrk to their own 'experience. o • . ' Just as the l~terary 
ar.ist express~s emotion indirectly through the work, so the 
reader ~ust conjure up experiences in t~e general field of 
'emotion represented, for it i~ 'only occa~iona:llY t.hat the 
\ '1( , " 
reader'~ actual ex~rience closely ma~ches \ that repro~qced 
, I ' 
I 
, in :the work. The t~adher w{lo,can gen~r<iite interest 'in the 
I ., .. .. 
th~e by motivating, the student~ through the~r,' own experience 
Wi~l .perm~t ' th~' imaginative en:try. to ' lite.r~t\lJ:e to occur. 
. 
The teacher may not be able ' to teach'iin~ginati:Y'e entry, but 
• • . ' I 
. he can cert~~nly promote it. The ' thematic selection t~ works , 
, 1 
which offers a legitimat:echanc~' for , th,estude'nt -to uSe h:i,~ 
4 
experience as the touch~tone . for imaginative e?try, and helps . 
the student think about h,i.sexp~rienca in cQnnection' ·wi th 
thos~ recreated in ~he work, fosters that motivation to 
, 
purs~e literature. The thematic approacn to literature 
fur~slles the frambwo):: of mea~ing , wi thifi~ which the s.tudent 
.. ,\ , 
can 'explore the ideas of 09lE~rs, try on ', ~n~ try , O'ut . these' 
,-, ideas 
i ' 
, I , 
and ac~entor reject them (Barr & Theodore 1974:4g). 
.. .' 
Suc'h a frarneworl;t unifi~~ and orders the ',stuciy -of , ideas so ', . 
. 
that questions c~n be generated and meaning -the~eby created'. 
I 
Rationale for Theme' Teach~f~t . t 
, , 
., 
Given the argu~ent for the advantages.~f a thematic ' 
arrangeme~t of literature, a rationale, for t.hematic tea'ching 
. 
, 
~~ necessary, based · upon one~' s perception of . literature in 
, general and the junior high school student 'in particular. 
, . 
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(l)Lite:ratu,re 'i's import,ant chiefly in that it teveal~ 
. 
truths ' about human experi'ences" 
, . , 
.' . 
. (2) )n o~de~ far' st~dents. ' particularly younger opes, to 
• 
" 
, I, ; \ 
under,stand ' "meaning'" in literjlture, 
" , 
the experiences 
, . 
. ' 
.., 
• '" 
. ' . 
" 
J. " : 
" cOin~reh~nsio,~. : ..". :," \ . ':' , . ..... , . . . ' 
. ' • i;' " ~ t . 
, (3) : "The. cibser>ths' b:i!l~tiO'n~h±p5 ' the te~cher 'can,' establish, 
., ~ t • I I .. • •• ; ' . • • ", '" • : _ ~ 
,be~~e.en t;h~.t':' \.)JhiCh :h~y~~~ :I?EeS~n,t,ea,"~~ . • l:i,t~~~t.~l>e 
'and tha:t which . . c~n' b~ '~xper:L~nced 'by, the students, the 'f 
. .' ". . '. ~. , . .,".. \' .. ~' ,:..:. / )'. 
bette~ chance 'there is ot:giyi~g emphaticm~a~ing/to 
" " '. ' , " ,': , ." " ;....:,,---.. , 
. the se(~~ti(:>n studi~d. 'CoI}~er~ely~ \h~ ~ork that ' 
. ~, . i , 
. , , 
describes experience's reJllo.te :from the lives of t-l18 
• ' . • • I ' , 
~' reader~. 'may c~use di.:ffic~lt'ies in peq:leption G<f . ~eFlnirig ~ 
• I • ,.. " .. , 
.. " 
structure. , 
, 
. 
• 
(Simmons', Shafer" West 1976; 75) 
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.. / . , , 
. 
. ~ 
·If one a,cce,pts this rationale for .the te'a~hing of 
." ~ ., 
'lit'eJ;'at~re :'''ahd where the th~rnad:c 'app~oach is .'accepted as 
. ,. ... ..... ..' . 
-. " . ' • 1 • 
a means 'of. accomplishing 'the"objectives of the programme, 
• ' _ ' '. . ' .L • ~ • • 43 
'the individ~al 'teacher ma,:(. · 'bY. .asking the · following questions, 
. \ ~ .. () 
:. determine th~ iui~ability 'Q~.:'P~r.t:icular themes • 
, f - I ' . . I ' ,,' I 
. (:f) Wiil}t:.his t ,eme ,provide ··a suit:able vehicle f..or achieving 
,'. , ' ~h~: ai~~fo.nd :' ~ject,iv';s' C;f t ,he progranune? 
(2) . ' ~t ·.i~·' i-{~eiy t~, stitn~'i~t,e and 'in~~rest ,as many pupils 
, ... .. . i , . '. . ' , 
" t r 
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( 3) 
-
" ... 
Is it neither so broad as to be meaningless (i.e., 
"'Mankind"), nl so narrow as to be unnecessarily 
I 
limiting, (i.e., "Dragons")? 
.. 
, 
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, (4) iCan teacher and pupils compile a selection of material 
that is adeq~? 
(5) Does this theme have a pa'rticular significance, for 
pupils in this locality? 
(Evans 1982:193) 
\' 
Selecting a Theme 
With thes~ aspects in mind, teachers using the 
' thematic approach m~ght well begin with a theme of general 
and continuing significance. This they should do at the 
?,-, " "'" 
outset of instruction, before any works are read. A close 
-' . observation of the 'themes available indicates that study 
and discussion of the literature which dea!s with 'roan's 
inner natu~e, h~s Lenvironment" and hi s relationShIps wi th ~ __ , ' 
,other 'human ' ~erngs, must help ~he growing ~tudent to be 
made aware ,of him~e1f as a person, qnd on~more capable of 
adapt~ng t~ ~he re;l: adult :WO:ld 'with ·all i~s difficuJ'ies 
and p:r;ejudj;ces (Experiment's : \\1ith Themes 1972). , ( 
,; J 'I 
Themes may be sug'ges,ted e'ither b¥ a piece of 
p 
literature 'or by a'consi~eratiori of one of 
" -. , ' ' .., 
the serious 
" 
I. ~ 
proble1l\s confrol1t~ng contemporary, sQci~ty. Each should 
to ~ be an ,i:ssue in .humanexperienc,e wirth. which me~ ,ha,ve , 
. , 
concerned themselves throu,gh the age,s, that is Jitill of 
-. 
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f 
concern today, that hopefully holds some meaning fCDr all 
members of the class, and that .is capable of being under-
stood, · in varying degrees of depth, by all members of the 
class~ The teacher's premise shquld be that: 
(1) It is of general interest. 
(2) All students have some notions concerning it i ahd 
(3) further knowledge about it, t~rough reading and~~ 
study, should be a worthwhile venture. ' 
(Sirmnons, ~hafer, Wes t, 19"76: 715) 
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Once a theme has been established, it must be , 
'3eQUatelY supported by literary' selections that are readily 
available. The teacher can/mix poems, short stories, novels., 
plays, essays, and all the. other genres in a way that stresses 
that basic concern of many different authors for the.. same 
\ theme (Rodrigue~ & Badaczewski 1978:3). Also, the teacher 
\ 
\ . 
\
\ShOUld anp.cipate the ~ind or- diScu~.sion which i~ H~:lY to 
ta~e place w,n the class embarks on the theme( study: he 
should also prepare the kind of writing assignments which 
'. 
will fairly represent and encourage the natural development · -
and exploration of the theme (Experimen~s with Themes 1972 :1) . ' 
When propet-ly used, the thematic approach can help tQ 
I " solve the vexing problems of difference in student ability 
and can build on the irterests previously established 
(Simmons, Shafer, W~st' 1976·:76). More importantly, it can 
.. .. -- \ 
assist the student td think in.dependently and critically 
about his task of extracting inferred me.aning from the works 
• 
"-
he reads/. Full}, aware that the works have been chosen 
• 
If"i. t,., _, 
."' 
I 
, ~. 
. , 
\ 
/ 
I · 
because of their relevance I he is then faced with the 
, 
necessi ty of ascertaining,. by,. comparison or contrast I ways 
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i-d which the central issue \i~ the work per'tains to the idea 
already discussed. Thus, the -literary selection can be 
seen in the light of past considerati?~s and is no longer 
I 
remote from. the student I s interests and un'derstanding. His 
• f I .. 
'-' / ' 
search for r~lated ideas becomes moremeaningful--less 
, , 
remote and sterile. Furtherm?re, it will be easier for him 
to compa,re ~rkS, by difyrent writers and in different 
genres 'when it ha~ clearly established that the 
selections relate I in some manner I to a common, theme. The 
, . 
more the younger reader purs\les this method of study I the 
I 
more he can relate' past experience and discussion to present 
reading, and the more aware he becomes of some of the great 
abstract concepts :In the human situatio·n. ' 
.Common Themes 
.~ 
A perusal of th~ related literature reveals that of 
(I 
the many themes utilized in literature progranunes, most can 
be classified according to type under several head Lngs . The 
themes that fo,lli: .Y~~t exhaustive but do provide an 
indicat;ion of th~~ends that seem to affect the selettion 
of ~iterary themes for study in literature c ·lasses throughout 
the world. They are chosen primarily fo~r the student in the 
. 
j un\or high schoola, but each can oertainly apply to all 
secondary Bchool students • 
1 
i 
I ' 
i 
! 
--------------------,--- -.---,-.---'---..---'"-~---..... -
( 
• 
• 
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Classification 'of Themes 
Familr/ChildhOOd 
- Childhood Revisit~d 
Search for Identity 
, 
School Life 
Coming of Age in Canada 
f' . 
- Initiat;i.on 
- Memories 
- Search for Meaning 
Adventure/Nature 
- World of the Future 
- Heroes 
- Frontier Adventure 
- Science Fiction 
- Creatures 
- . Myths and Legends 
- The Supernatural • 
The Unknown 
Life of other Planets 
\ 
Historical Adventures 
- Folktcrles 
« 
- Turning Points 
Tales for Teens 
Childhood 
The Generation Gap 
~ Marriage/Divorce , 
I 
- Poverty and Riches 
- Tradition vs. Change 
\...., 
Unsolved Mysteries 
- Survival 
- Mystery and Suspense 
- Esoapes 
-
II!. Animals 
Human Nature , 
- Northern and Native Peoples 
Hostile Environments 
Winter Brutality 
- Small-World of Anima~s 
- Hot and Cold (extremes in 
climate) 
I 
~ ______ ~\' .... ; ____ l-. 
... 
.. 
Human Characteristics 
- Loyalty 
- Friendship 
Myself· ... 
- Knowing vs.' Feeling 
- Human Values 
/ Challenges 
Points of View 
- 'Reflections 
Society 
- The C~ass Sys~em 
- The Black Experience 
Individual,vs. Conformity 
Minority Literature 
- World Literature 
.. 
The 'Exodus' Theme in 
Black Literature 
- urban vs. Rural 
- Black Sea~ch for Identity 
Women's Search for Identity 
Patterns of Social Cla,ss 
Women in Canadian Literature 
,---.-~--
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, 
- Emotion vs. Reason 
- Attitudes 
- Courage 
- Mirrors (of the mind) 
- Personal Codes 
Outsiders 
wisdom 
- Beauty. 
Love 
- Crime and Punishment 
Independenfe vs. conformity 
Pluralism vs. Me~ing Pot 
The Meaia 
Quebec Literature in 
Transition 
Images or Biculturalism 
- Social Problems 
- Games People Play 
The Street 
Advertising 
The Poor; Dispossessed; 
the Immigrant in ••• 
, 
j 
! 
i 
/ I 
'1 • 
i 
I 
I 
\ 
• I 
'. ~. 
1 
/ 
,. ' '.: 
I 
i 
,., .' ...... 
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Themes that can be applied to several headings 
- War (and its aftermath) -
- Work 
- Alienation 
- Literature and War 
- Humour 
Death 
Good a.Evil 
- Sounds 
The Five Senses 
/ .. . . 
- The 'God is Dead' Concern 
- Struggles , I. 
Conflict --
* Man vs. beity 
• 
* Man vs. Nature 
*! Man vs. Man 
* Man vs .'. Himself 
Iso.lation 
, 
- Journeys 
- Success 
- The Immigrant Experience 
- New, Land; New Language 
- Patriotism , 
The Sacredness of Life 
- Nonsense 
Prejudi~e 
- Mdments of Decision' 4 
I 
.. 
~he writer suggests that each of these classifications 
is subjective irt nature and could, of course, be grouped . 
... 
differently in ,any number of ways. The point, howeve·r, is 
not how.' they are c:'lassified precisely; r;ather, it is merely 
to highlight the obvious fact 
;i tera tur~ cOfl~er~ t 'hemsel ves 
that themati'c arrangements of 
. " 
wi th the human experience in-
its many and varied forms. ' · The student exposed to this torm 
of arrangement must almost certainly gain insight into'the 
... 
I 
I 
i 
I 
\ j' 
I 
i 
I 
i 
I 
. . 
, 
- - - -
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lor J 
complex~ty of. human relationships, and, through his reading 
and dis~ussion of the selections, become more aware of 
himself as a human being. 
The four clas$ificttions selected can be utilized 
by the concern~d teacher to expose students to the world 
of human values by dev~oping_the curiosity -that ~s already 
present in the junior high ~chool student. Thefe~~ to know 
, " , 
oneself in relation to others, the confliqts po ed by f~ilY 
relationships, the n~ed to dream a'.; .~o fant~si~~ about t~~< 
- ' ' 
f 
futl;1re, as well a'~ the desire to know how 
.fJ 
others in society 
feel and think, ".,are necessary aspect';' of th~' growin~-up 
process. Both internal dilemmas and external conflicts can 
be ~XperieriCed and discussed in the pdvacy; of the Classroom. 
, 
The student can be guided toward a realization of the 
differences a~d ~he similarities that exist among all humans 
regardless of time and p~ace. 
• 
-, 
Developmental Relationshi"p 
If one exant1ne'~ closely the four categories choSen, 
" a developmental relationship qan be opserved among them. 
Beginning with those , concerns that are mOst pe~sonal for ,the 
student, namely, himself and his family; the thematic 
literature prograrnm~ can free ' him to examine himself- in the 
light of charac~ers presented in the literature. Personal 
, 
fears and conflicts can enable the student to discoyer more 
, about himself and his fears and co~fJicts. ~his initial 
\ 
"j 
, 
' : 
, j 
1 
r 
----------.- -----------
.. 
i 
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, , literature exper~ence motivates the student to learn more 
about himself in relat[~~to others. 
k-
From the expos~re of individual ideas the programme 
• 
then leads the stude~t to ~n examination of th~ world 
outside the! walls of his own home. New, and sometime,s ( 
staFtling i?eas are-presented, but through the'privacy of 
the mind, the student' can experi~hce in safety, ideas that 
. 
may need to be discussed, m~ditated upon, and internaiized 
over and over. 
similar fears; 
I 
His,peers un~oubtedl~ will have experienced 
'f 
the advantage of discussing the ideas within ,-
the confines of the classroom is. one of shared emotions. 
discovers that others have similar problems and qu~tions, 
and he may be motivated to express these feelings more 
cand,idly. 
( 
, 
0) 
',. 
l 
.. 
~ . 
CHAPTER IV 
, . 
DEVELOPING A THEME 
Introduction 
At this point the' writer offer~ one theme whi,h is 
developed and presented for use in the j un,ior" high school 
literature 'programme. The intent of this thesis is not to 
., 
develop the themes complet~l~ for the Cla~om teacher;' 
rather, it endeavors to demonstrate how a theme may be 
compiled using the content initially provided by the 
Thresholds anthology and other available material. 
. 't 
Each literature teacher possesses the ' vital aspec:t 
. . 
, 
needed for any successful theme--the personal knowledg~ of 
his own individual students. To presume tbat one can 
prepare themes , for all students at the Grade 7, 8 or 9 level 
. is\ to do injustice to the principle t;.hat thematic arrange-
ments ma~e literaturr relevant to students. 
. The writer offers one ' theme merely as 
I I 
a sample of 
how the content ava'ilable may be i.mplemented along themati'c 
~guidelines. · It is intended to assist teachers in planning 
their own students' themes, rather than to impose a · set 
programme. , 
By observing the manner in which this particular 
theme is arranged, with a rationale, core materials, 
commentary 0'£' SG1cratic questions for the teacher, as .~ell 
~ , 
, 
I 
} 
" 
1 , 
I 
I 
~ , ~ 
~ 
, 
1 
I \ 
, 
. i 
. )
as sample assignments and evaluation, it is hoped that 
teachers can base their own thematic arrangement on the 
model presented. Developing their own themes in this 
manner could en~ble teacher~to guide S~Ud~ts toward 
those concepts and ideas which will be of benefi 1>. to their 
literature experience. 
Thern~ Making Choices ,suitable for Grade 7 students) 
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Rationale: Students , entering junior high school inv~riably 
must face the tra~ition. from the security of 
" l 
childHood to the uncertainty of the adult world. 
They have ~any fears and conperns about this 
phase in their lives. This theme will expose 
the students to selections which focus attention 
'. I. .:. 
on the dileJ(J(las of decision-making. 
~ 
Objectives: (1) Given that the student has completed the 
.. 
theme , "Making Choices," he will present 
in, wri'tten form his knowledge and under-
s'tanding of the decision-making' process. 
His answer will include the following 
points: "~ 
a. decisions are personal acts. 
. , 
b. they are~enerally difficult to make. 
c . many factors are involved ~n the 
decision-making process. 
d. "decisions frequently involve other 
people . 
/ 
.... , 
\ 
I 
i 
" 
( 
, 
o 
' . 
.. 
f 
(2) 
" 
\1 I 
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e. de't::isions should be made c~nsidering 
the consequences. , 
f. many decisions are made b~cause of 
f Jb'l" gense 0 duty, or responsf 1 lty. 
I 
For each of the points concer~ing ~ecisio'ns, 
the .studel1t will make referen e ep \a . 
selection from the theme' s ~at~rial 
to support his statements. is will be 
accom~lisfied wi:h 80.% accurac'y\" 
Given' a list of 10 li.terary te~s studied 
~ 
from the theme I s "Core Concept$ and ,Skills, " 
, 
the student will write a definition fox"each 
wi th 80% accuracy. 
(3) Given the name of '4 literary terms (i. e. , 
conflict, setting, climax, and p10t), and 
a previpusly unseen selection, the student 
will read the selection silently and 
identi.fy the use of the literary tjerm in 
i the passag~. I . 
I 
(4) Given a topic foll dj.scussion which l is 
/ 
generated in class', the student will act 
I 
as chairperson for a discussion gJ'oup of 
I 
3-4 students. He wil'l record the Points 
made by his group, 
.  . 
~class .. in a 1-2 
group's discussion. 
I 
and report ora*y 
I 
minute summarY'lof 
to 
his 
f 
o 
i 
I 
• 
, 
. '.' , .- \ ". ' 
t 
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~ 
(5) Given a topic for research, the 'student • 
will use the resources available in the 
school library to ~ornpile a factual written 
" report. The report will consist of a title 
" page, a table of contents, an introduct.:j.on, 
information, and sununa,ry. A bibliography 
will be provided. The student will :achieve 
\. 
a grade of 80% on ,this report. 
. ,. 
Introduction: The rore of the teacher in'this theme is of 
~~or - importance. His task is to guide the 
students toward tne key concepts which will , be y 
en~ountered duriong the unit. ' He attempts to 
'---... . p~bVide a literary atmosphere in whic~ the 
process of decis'fon-making is exami'ned from the '. , 
following points of view: 
- A decision is ultimately a p~rso~al ac·t. 
- The decision made may be easy, but more often 
than not it is a difficult one. 
- The making ~f a decision involves many factors 
,. 
which can influence the ~ndividual. 
Decisions frequently involve others. 
The consequences of a decision must b,e 
considered. 
- Decisions are often made £.fm a s,ense of ' duty 
or responsibility toward someon~ else. 
) 
. . 
. " 
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It'!:I Your' Move: Decisions for Dis.cussion, 
• ~ 10 min., colour, 1972. 
",. 
Triai By Fire: 28 min., colour, 1971. 
'. 
The Right to Live: ' Who Decides? 17 min., ) 
colour, 1973 • 
• 
Core Concepts and Skills: 
The fiOllowirig concepts will be encountered duri~g the 
unit. As this 'will be the firs~ introduction for'most of the 
, student~" teachers sho.uld ensure that.pert~ent conce~ts are. 
discussed f~eely ' ~nd , thoroughly as they aris~ in the, ~ourse , 
of study. 
,.. 
setting essay climax poetry 
0 
biography' plot' 
.. 
fiction main character 
rhyme It conflict non-fiction folktale 
....... 
narrator prose short story mood 
Core Skiolls: . (As , described in Cheek & Cheek, 1980). 
~I '. Reading Skills 
'A. Comprehension Skills 
, , 
1- Id~ntify statec;l main idea., 
2. Remember sequence of events. 
• 
3~ Identify character traits and actions. 
4. :Draw :.conclusiot)s • 
, ,I 
5. Summarize i.nf9rmati~n. • 
,. " 
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Overview 
I \ 
Time: 4-5 weeks 
Core Materials: , Thresholds 1': Out and About. (King, 
LeDrew , and Potter, 1982), 
Poetry: The Road Not Taken,,' (p, 3) 
The Mouse that Gnawed ~he Oak Tree:- Down. (p. ~83) 
C \ ' -', 
Short , Story: , 
Essay: 
, , --
CQok's Brook. (p •• 281) 
'Cour age and Farewe~;t, (p • 409) 
,' , ! sun~ise on to'e Veld. . (p, 376) 
.The Req. , SWt;)ater, (p '0 ~ 76), , , ,.,', 
~~s HuggeX''.'s Ri,de with , De~th.,· liP, · 3~5) 
~ ' , . ' The Sea ,was ~al1ing M~,, ' (p. 3~O) 
~olktale: 
, 
Short Story: 
Essay; 
Short Story: 
, ' 
, .' 
(' 
How Finh Won Hi's Father's Place. :(p. 226) 
• 
~Openings: • Literatu~e ' of Newfoundland and 
r ' ~ , : ~ . " 
r .. " Labrado:{ l Book 1 (NorI!\an', E,. 
." ' , ~ 
... Warr, J., and ~oulding, R" 1980)." 
• ) J , 
,Sea "Fever. (~, ~17). 
'Quick Nursel He's Cut Off His Fo?t. " (p ', :9) 
, , 
, "o ,:Mark('the Occasion.· ' (p. 11) 
('Ma j or, K" 1974). 
• 
. .. 
The Boat B~i1der. 
. '.. 
(p~ ,l"'88) 
films': 
til( , . , ' ," (~bvernment of Newfoundland' and ,. 
! . . 
LJlPrador, 'Division of Instruction) 
,. 
;', "i '-----.... 
( , 
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B. Reference Skills 
l. Use dictionary'. 
2. Use encyclopedia. 
3. Use libra?y card catalogue ~_ 
C. O:r;gan;i,zational 
- ... 
SkHls ;f 
1- Develop outlines. 
2. Take notes during reading. 
D. Specialized Study Skills 
, , .,r; • 
, I • 1. Use table of contents" glossary and ' index. 
\ 2. Previe\\1, skim or scan materials. 
3. , Adjust rate according to material and purpol?e. 
\ 
4. • Use /:appropriate study techniques such as SQ3'R. 
, I 
• -
II •. pral Communication Skills 
. 
) , A. Group Discussion 
l~ . Act as ch~rman of a group 
.. \.. ... 
discussion. 
2. Act as, recorder of a group discussion. , 
3. pres~nt orally the find'ings of a group. 
\ 4. Use notes to ~ummarize main points of discussion. 
B'. I~ivipual Presentation 
l.- ,~repare an oral pr~sentation. 
" 
, 2. Answer questions raised by class. 
J 
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III. Listening Skilrs 
• 
1. State the main idea of a selection. 
2. Listen to a tape/record for mood. 
3. Summarize the sequence of information presented 
in a selection. 
\ 
IV. Writing Skills 
" 
1. Compile a written report that includes the 
following: 
, 
title page, table of contents, 
... 
introduction, ' informa~n, summary and bibliography. , 
, 
.2. Summarize information.in own words. 
Additional Resources: 
Junior High Novels -
Making Choices 
MATERIALS 
o 
The Road Not Taken 
Chalkboard/Overhead 
I 
\ 0 
"-
The Sa~toofh Harbour Boy. 
Banner in the Sky. 
Lost in the Barrens: 
Presentation 
<, 
, . PERIOD I 
Have class read poem 
,. 
. l .... 
idependently. Teacher then 
r~ads the poem aloud. Discuss 
poem as .a possible decision , 
that was made. What is a 
"decision"? What, is the nature 
I 
,. 
.n' 
t 
i 
I 
l 
! 
1 
I I . 
I 
i 
I 
\ 
I 
, ! 
I 
I ' 
, ~.V", 
..... , 
-. 
Note: 
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of cho,ices? 
, ' 
(The pros/cons, the 
consequences, experien~e, 
hindsight.) Let the class 
~isbuss some of the decisio~s 
they have made, how they decided 
.-
upon these choices, as well as 
some import~nt decisions they 
<' 
will eventually ,be making in 
, 
their own lives. 
The purpose of this class is to introduce the ,focal 
point of the:theme--the difficulty of decision-making • 
, Divide the class into small 
"-~roups. Have them discuss and 
rePQton the 
decisions are 
I 
ways in which 
usually made. 
Include possible. s~~uences that 
, 
are followed~-seeking advice, 
.I 
" 1 t 
\ 
... 
,we~gh1ng the 6onseq.uences, 
determining what is right for 
you, and so on. Point out that 
ultlmate~y the final decision 
must rest,with the indi~ual, 
and that "that" makes all the 
difference. 
I 
End class with a discussion 
on the i~portant 'ingredients' 
, i 
'I 
,.' 
i 
" J 
1 j 
1 
.. 
, 
\ 
MATERIALS I 
of a good decision; logic, 
courage, the ability to :ee 
53 
two points of view, weighing the 
cons~quences, deciding what is 
" right rather than simply what 
you want. 
f 
PERIODS 2-4 
Chalkboard/Overhead. Review la~t class and summarize 
Conflict: 
~ 
why decisions can be diff~pult. 
,. 
Point out that many decisions 
are difficult because of internal 
'conflict. Introduce the term' • 
. , 
basically, the .~r·ugcfie between opposing forces. 
Without conflict,- stories would not exist. Plot, 
. 
after all, must be concerned with the way in which 
characters deai with conflict. The simplest form 
of conflict is external conflict--a charapter 
struggling against something in the' outside world: 
, -. 
In interpersonal conflict the character's struggle 
. 
. is with another person • . And in internal conflict 
the character must deal with his or her own 
feelings. It is with tais latter form of conflict J' 
that the theme is a~tempti~g to grapple. 
\ 
. 
--,.....-----------~---\ '._:___r 
I 
I 
J 
. I 
I 
.. 
, . 
The Red Sweater 
, 
» 
. " 
'\ , 
t , ~ 
- \ 
---
\ 
, 
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Assign independent reading of 
the short story.· .Have students 
describe wha.t they feel is the 
internal conflict made evident. 
Bring into the discussion the 
fact that, in this conflict, 
sacrifice is present. What 
"prompted, the boy's decision to 
sacrifice what he wanted for 
another? The idea of , "compassion'i • 
should evolve from the discussion. 
~ 
Have the class describe the 
boy's' character from their 
• read~ng. Why do they feel this 
way abOut him? Introduce briefly 
the fact that a ~haracter's 
personality may be presented by 
the way that he acts' within a 
selectio.n.. Assign a character 
analysis of the main character 
---for the next class. ... 
Have class relate experiences 
of' decisions which irivolye 
,sacrifice, (mother or father 
sacrifice themselves for their 
children). What does the 
willingness to sacrifice say 
, . \ 
MATERIALS 
Cook's Brook 
" 
I 
, 
How Finn ' Won His Father's 
Place 
The Sea was Calling Me 
-.. 
0' 
'. 
'\" 
' .. 
----:-. - - - ... -.. " .. . ~-
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about a person? Must sacrific~' 
always be a factor in decisions? 
, 
PERIODS 5-6 
Use this poem to point out how 
< 
other people, particularly our 
peers, often influence our 
decisions. Is ' it braver to do 
t) 
something dangerous in front of 
"-
our friends, or to ~efuse~o 
it? Discuss current- is'sues in 
students," .iives (d~ugs, stiIdy, 
curfews). Have students write 
a ~~urnal entrY , about 'secret 
fears' ' . 
Discuss how-an individual's 
',' background influences his making 
decisions~ Do we of~n m~ke 
choices based upon a sense of 
duty or responsibi~ity? Assi9n 
readin9 of . t!'le short easay/folk-
tale in J,ight of .this discussion. , . 
Have the class find similarities 
between both selections. (With~ 
Q~ , 
both the characters, background 
dictates to some extent'how they 
have ac;'ted).-
1 
I 
I 
I .' , 
\ 
.". L 
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MATERIALS PERIODS 8-10 
Note: At this point the theme should be well established . 
. Students should now understand that making chqices 
, 
demands much of the\individual. Decisions can be 
very difficult, and are the result of many related 
factors. It is now time to ~pand the theme and 
explore how the consequences of decisions are also 
. 
important 'and how they affect the lives of cparacters. 
A Sunrise on the Veld In this short story we see a 
, 
I 
I ! 
\ ! I ) ! 
I ( 
young boy who goes hunting .. 
every morning, a carefree child 
who sees the .activity as an 
adventure which makes him strong 
. . ~ 
and independent. When he 
encounters death in its harsh 
and brutal form, he becomes 
aware qf life without the 
innocence of youth. 
Contrast the boy's mood at 
the beginning 'and at the end of 
the story" What accounts for 
this change? HO'" is he now 
. different? Discuss the effect 
of discove'r!g the f~ailty of 
lif~ on the boy's' hunting in the 
.. 
future. 
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MATERIALS 
, 
The Mouse that Gnawed the 
Oak Tree ,Down 
Hans Hugger's Ride with 
Death 
Courage and Farewell 
Sea Fever 
Quick Nurse! He's Cut 
Off His Hand 
To Mark the Occasion 
The Boat Builder 
57 . 
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The boy decides to go off by 
himself to think about what 
happened. Why'does he g~ by 
himself? What decisions ,might he 
make? What might influence these 
decisions? 
~Discuss the effect upo~ our 
decisions of dis~vering some 
. "-
harsh realities of the adult 
world (money problems, divorce, 
handicaps). . Does 
make us stronger, 
this knowled!e 
and c~pa~Of 
making better 'decisions in the 
f~t~~e? What about the 
conseq~ences of making decisions 
without taking thought~ 
PERIODS 11-14 
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Films: 
Present the films selected for the theme. (Each 
film dramatizes different aspects of the decision-making 
process.) Use these films to generate discussion about the 
/difficulties of making choices, the consequences of 
decisions, and why certain decisions are dependent upon many 
factors. 
The class discussion should serve to mo~te 
stud'nts to ~xplore the next selections with greqter "insight 
concerning choices. 
Note: Allow the next few periods for student exploration in 
small groups or independent study. Assign the 
." 
selections and s~ructure an assignment to be written 
" it" " 
or presented orally. 
~ 
Sample Assignment Question~ for Independent Study 
. ) 
~ (1) In "Hans Hugger' s Ride with Death It an individual 
-t 
risks his own life for the safety of others who are ~trangers 
to him. From your own experience relate such an incident, or 
find one similar from your reading during this unit, and 
discuss the characteristics ox such a p~son. 
him to act ~s he does for complete stra~ers? 
What prompts 
(2) In "The Boat Builder" an old man deliberately 
decide,s to end his life. What are the reasons that I>rompted 
this choice? What effects will his decision have upon his 
son: his grandson? Is suicide ever a reasonable alternative? 
.. 
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(3) In "Courage and li'arewell" discuss the factors 
that made the mother act as she did. Decide whether you 
... ' 
, 
agree with her decision and be prepared to defend. your view. 
Is it correct to hide the truth from people you love, for 
fear of hurting them? 
(4) In "To Mark the Occasion" a man chops down a 
tree a~ the end of the story. What does the tree repres~nt 
to him, and ~hy does he resort to this act ' of descruction? 
Can you explain hi's actions in terms of a" symbolic gesture" ? 
Teaching Ideas .for Enridhrnent 
.(lL Have a group prepare a slide ' presentation' for the school 
on their experiences {with decisions as appl'ied t6 some 
current issue (i. e., dr,ugs end alcohol). They would be 
responsible for research, ' contacting the appropriate', 
authorities (R.C.M~P., Drug and Alcohol Foundation) and 
presenting the pros and cons of the issue. 
(2) Have a group research 'Famous' Decision's in History'. 
( 3,) 
Present them and discuss their effect on the world today. 
(John F. Kennedy's assassination, Hitler's "Final 
Sol utian," Newfou'ndland Confederation.) 
Research a famous person who made a sacrifice for others. 
Present a biography of his or her life, discussing the 
perso~'s character. (Pioneers of Canada, Captain 
Jackmab, Th~ Jesuit Missionaries.) 
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(4) Prepare a "Caree;r Day" for your Junior High School. 
Have students invite representatives of various 
professional and trade organizations to come to the 
sohool on a particular day to discuss;n~decisions 
they may soon be making regarding careers. 
(5) Conduct a debate: Resolved: That decisions facing 
young people ,to,day are more difficult than those of 
• 
. ' their parents. 
Evaluation 
~ The majority of the evaluation procedures in this 
unit would consist of the formative evaluation of student 
progress. The nature of , the instructional method, mainly 
discussion in small 'and lSirge groups, would p!,!rmit the 
teacher to assess stud~nts on a regular basis. Oral 
questioning of small grbups, reports from groups on discussion 
, . 
topics, demonstr'ating written or oral understanding o. th~ ' 
core ,concep.ts, would constitute the forma~fve methoQs of 
, evalqating students. 
Formal summative evaluation would consist of one or 
. , 
more of the following: 
(1) Using 
unit, 
a selection that has not been read during the 
exami~~'~tudents' understanding of core concepts 
~ , , 
> 
and skills. Have them define ~hat they understand a 
certain term, to mean (i.e., "'internal conflict") I and, 
-using the ~ew selection, identify and 'diseuss , that 
.. 
, . 
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literary term. 
(2) Select a character from one 'of the selections, and ~avd 
students compose a character analysis, substantiating~ . 
their statements . with evidence from the story. 
character selected would be one from a novel, ~r 
/ 
wo~k, where the character's personality has b~~n 
The 
other 
developed in some depth. f 
• . b : 
-" 
.. 
(3) In either written, or oral form, present a ~oK ;review 
~~- . 
, J ~ ~. • ~\ 
of.one of the novels from the reading list,. Th~ book .. 
~ . 
r.eview . would include summary 6f the main events, a 
discussion of .the main character, and a personal 
re·sponse to the book. 
(4) ~ssign a r~search paper to be completed during the 
. . . 
course of the unit. 
.. 
This list cif eva+uation procedu~es is not 'i~t~nded to 
be exhaustiv,e or inflexible. The manner .inl which the unif is 
t. ... 
taught wo'uld"provide th;e individual teache,r .with"insight into 
~the most suitable evaluation procedure for his par~cular 
class. What he deems most valid for his group of s~udents, 
• based upon the experience of presenting the theme, would be 
• 
the best form of evaluation. 
... 
Conclusion 
Prior to s~ggesting fecomrnend~tidn~ to various 
educational organizations relating to the teaching of • . 
.... . 
literature at tile junior high sahool level, it is felt that 
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I 
/. , " 
some conclusions may be' drawn,concerning th~nature of 
, 
literature and ·its·desired outcomes. 
With the many options open to teachers ,regarding the 
arrangement of c9urse content, the literature programme may 
, 
-become a random sampling of the v~ri?~s approaches unless 
+ , 
sequential order is imposed. As a re'sult, studellts may be 
.I ' 
'thrust into tha very heart 'of 
study bet9fe they have had' an 
critical analysis and literary 
opp~tunity ~o view literature 
'as an,enjoyabie experience. The obvious dr~wback 
, ,. • I. 
'exposure to l,i.te·ratu;J is th'e bored, and relu~tant 
to such an.,. 
' 4 ." reader' that " 
• ~ !J. ... 
" 
' / 
It'is suggested'~~at during the three years spent at . 
" 
J the · j'unior high 's,chool-level, ~he student should be guided 
• I' " ,,,-
toward the 'enjo~ent of literatu"'~ 'for its own sake'. siJlc,e 
the "~orma~iv~iye~ls ~fj junior high:' ~lP to develop ~he 
. I ' ('.t ' ' ; , "~ 
attitude orie ,qas'" '1;o~'"ii tetature, it is necessary to foste'):' 
, 
.positiv,e feel~ngs 'within the student at this crucial s,tage in 
\ ',. . r ~ 
his educatron. By'~establ~shi~ an attitude' of, interest and 
high level, the student would b~ bette~ 
\ 
." 
concern at the' junior 
~repare'~l:,to ;;u~sue the more 4emanding_~ture of, ~-cr:i:'tical 
senior level of, high school. - _ I ' " ' 
writer' does no~ 'suggest that ;iteiature at tl}e 
.... ...... 
'jUn~or high ,school level be~restr~ct?d to reading solely for 
/ 
analysJ~ /at the 
/ ', 
The 
'enjoyment. Obviously, certain formal aspects of ;Literary 
, .. 
study will be introduced ~nd studied; however, the prime 
• 
considerat!on should be to enoourage the student to relate 
• 
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to t,he literature experience and to~iscUSS it uninh1h'ltively 
with~his teacber and peers. ~he writer suggests that ,the . 
most suitable method of .. accomplishing this exPosure to 
. ' 
literature is threugh the arrangement of a ·thematic guideline. 
In order to ,promote succ.essful pos.itive 'literature 
ex'periences, and, at the s\me time, to prepare s~udents for 
.; . " . 
more in-depth literary study"thel writer suggests several 
recornme.ndations to be considered. 1 Of the many recomme'!ldations 
, 
that 'could, be made, ,on,;Ly three are proposE7d. The writer, 
.be,lieve~· th~t:. ,t~e reorganization of the literat:,ur~e ' ~iogf~mme 
. . . ' 
at the ' junior , high ·level ... require~ · tJ'~e 'cooperat:ion-,of ' thr~e 
' . • '. ',' " ' • ..j.. .... , ', • 
educational, adfflin.i,strations· bver a' perioGl of severai ~ Y.ears. 
.. • • • • 1" , 
'! ~ 
There are no short7.term · solutions 'to the .. prot> 1 ems inb.erent 
" 
. i'n the j unior hi~h ' , ,s .chools ~ Planlling sui tabl'e pr~g~amme~ , is. 
'! . . -
a process _that· tlC;lk~S ' ti~e, effor~ and co,ops';atidn amc;>n9 thf. 
. i '. 
'" 
separate organi~ptions "j,nvol, ~ed. Communication among ·the 
. '. 
" .. 
three leve16 is ' also cruc.iaL 'if . the' heeds 
'. i ......... .,.,.., . _ 
of our. ·students 
are to ' be s:~rv,ed,; . 
'~nce .it is 'pe~c'erved ' that the' thematic arr~!lgement 
of literature is. the most suitabl~ for' the n-eeds ·of junior 
• h'igh school stu.de~ts, .the. establishment ' of t;he following 
. ... 
.. r'ecpinniend~t'ions' ~ay ' be commenc.eCi. · 
. ,. .' ' . ' ' . I 
. . ' " (1) ' A~ ' ~~quenti~1 struc~u£ing of the 1i teratute 
programmes . throu9~t · the pr!Jvi~ce : S~~uld be unde,rtaken to-
. . 
.. .' , ,. . . ~ " 
ensure .that ,a· balance is malntained betweein the methoQs 'of 
course arrangement~. . . Thi.s,.' se·quE!nce would 'es1;ab1ish a • 
,: 
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"-
"-
thematic organization of literature at the junior high school 
level to foster a positive literature experience for students 
" b~ing ,exposed to literature for the first time. At the 
• 
• 
senior high school level, the chronological and genre arrange-
, 
ments could be utilized more strenuously. This method of 
implementation would structure the literature experiences c1f 
~ 7~--~ · 
-the student rn6fe posftively, and encourage students to view 
~ 
. ~ ~ 
- 1/ li terature more a,s a means of experiencing life and its 
complex nature, and less as an abstract suvject that does 
not relate ' to one I s personal life. _ / 
This structure would have to be implemented at the 
government~r ·level, through the cooperation of the Department 
. . 
J_ .• 
~f Education, with the Minister of Education providing the 
initial momentum ne~essary. ,I.iaison '~uid' be r~quired. ·am~~g 
. the rep~esentatives of government\ the Faculty . of Education, 
\ 
and representatives of the Newfoundland Teachers' Association. 
(2) The various school boards within 'the province 
should promote and organiz~ in-service seminars for tea~hers 
at the junior ~igh school level. with the coordination of 
4t 
r . 
the schoolboard consultant,o; methods of designing appropriate 
themes should be demonstrated to .teachers, with the goal that 
. ' ,\ ' 
all teachers . become familiar with the learning outcomes ' 
• 
expected of the students ,.,.-and with a knowledge of how to' 
,implement theme-instruction in 'their class 
. \ . -
.... 
, / 
(3) At the school level, teachers involved with the 
junior high literature programmes should.c nduct'their o~ 
.. 
• 
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curriculum development course~ This would consist of 
planning those themes that they perceive to be important 
" for their. particular students, and, over a period of two 
or three y'ears, developing appropriate themes for their 
• • 
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literature programme. The development of several well-
• 
organized themes a y~ar would serve to ensure ' that the 
., 
individual needs of the students are met. Compi~ing 
• 
resource materials to enrich the themes and ~iscussing 
successful techniques q~ 'i~struction would inevitably lead 
'-. . 
to bettei instruction for their students. This cooperative 
sharing of ideas 'among staff members wouid , do much to fo9ter 
a positive learning atmosphere within the ' school. , 
The writer suggests that the teaching of literature 
at the junior high level must encourage th~ enjoyment of the 
, 
lit'erary experience before the critica~ ,analysis of any work 
• 
is ~dertaken. For this reason the entire scope of the high 
school. programme sho'uld be viewed as a sequential curriculum 
in wh.:!-ch the first and foremo.st obj 'ective is the exposure to 
positive literature experiences. 
" , 
" It has been argued that" the thematic ar..rangement is 
"" the most satisf~r~ethod' of achieving this goal. __ 
Th~refore, it isn~ss}ry th~t the junior high programme be 
restr~ctured to accommodate this method of implementation. 
Any majo~: ,reorganiz:ation ' requir:es long 'term planning and 
coopera'tive aq,ministration. ' The three recommendations 
contained ' within this' thesis attempt to" limit the difficulties 
I .; 
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that are inherent to such a task. With three levels of 
administration involved, the focus of reor~aniZi~ may be 
• c,arefully narrowed to the point where individual teacher 
input becomes imperative. This enables themes to be 
developed that are per.tinent to individuals rather than to 
6~ 
( 
populations. It is felt that t~is emphasis on the .individual 
enhances the aim of structuring relevant literature 
experiences for the student.-
These recommendat:ions, when implemented, would 
maintain th.e balanced curriculum that is desirFlble for any ' 
By struc.turing a thematic organiz-litel;"ature programme. 
\ 
ation around the three crucial years of junior high school \ 
the literary 'experiences of the st~dent . in this time period 
t 
may well be the starting point· of afre'warding lifetime 
relationship with literature. 
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